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, Preface 
, This publication is the result ofa research contract completed for,MAF Rural Policy 
Unit in 1991. 
The brief was to develop a policy framework to, assist in the analysis of the issues 
raised. by climate 'change and the implications for resource use in the long term. 
Issues to be considered included climate variability, uncertainty, ,risk management, 
sustainable resource use in agriculture, public perception and beh~vioural change~ 
as well as social, economic and environmental impaGts. 
The approach taken to this research included analysis and the preparation of issues 
statements which were circulated to participants prior to a workshop to which, 
people'airectly concerned with c1i~atechange research andMAF consultants were 
invited. The results of this discussion. were incorporated into the, final teport to 
MAF,presented in late 1991. Direct' recommendations as to a process for further 
• exploration of the issues and the commtlnication of approaches for incorporating, 
factors raised by these issues in policydeveloplDent and inanage~ent were included. 
The' need for policy makers to' prqvide leadership' in the management of resources 
for the long term will continue to be an important part of the function of the Rural 
" Policy Unit. We 'hope therefore, that the results of this ~esearch may contribute to 
,tpis function. 
Janet Gough 
James Baines ' 
July 1992 
H 
Executive, summary 
A physical fmage of the policy problem " 
, , 
. Sustainable agriculture is about farm,ing within the capabilities of tl;1e land.' 
., ,-
While the availability of capital, experti~e, technology,andmatkets are important 
m,anagemept constraints to farming, coping with these should not obscure a prjmary 
responsibility to farmland in such a way that the'basic land resource is not steadily 
degraded overtime. For example, pastoral farmers have to manage their stock and 
grazing pressure so as notto put,pasture at risk of soil erosion or invasi~mby weeds 
and pests. Arable farmers need to adopt practices that ,minimise the:fisks ,of, 
exce~sive, soil loss, accumulating chemical residues or dependency on pesticide use. 
: rhus, s~stainable, agriculture d~pends' on matching the types, ' of' ,agricultural 
enterprise to the ecological attributes of each locality. 'Climatic conditions are one 
important ingredient of this localised agricultural resource base. ' 
- Sustainability,or the ,lack of it, will b~ manifest' at a number of ievels: in'the' 
, ~ondition of. soil and vegetatioJ? systems, of farm businesses, and of rural 
, communities at any point in time. There are many risk factors that can put pressure 
on farmers to stray beyond the : limits of the land's papacity. , High debt levels, 
increases in interest rates or the exchange rate; or the lure of good product prices 
may encourage excessive grazing in ,pastoral farms 'or reduced margins of risk in 
irrigated cropping farms. E~en though general climatic conditions teI;1d to be seen 
as part of the ,basic agricultural resource' of 'any local:ity, climatic variability is' 
definitely one of the risk' factors that can put farm systems at risk of failure. 
, As climate change causes significant shifts in the basic conditions of farming, or as 
the 'increased variability of climate' imposes, greater systematic risks on farming, 
agricultural production and rural communities will adapt and adjust to,live within 
new (or redefined) cliinaticconstraints on the resource base. Sometimes new 
agriCultural andhorticultural opportunities will open up as climatic conditions ' 
becomelIlore favo~rable. Sometimes the 'agricultural landscape rimy be forced to 
-change to incorporate Ilew elements such as agr6forestry thaT tap into an 
increasingly lean resource base, and sometimes agricultural production as a land rise 
- will ultimately come into question.- ' 
iii 
In these processes of adjustment ~uch factors as the historical mix of land types and 
land capabilities within individual properties and .the size of existing properties may· . 
be crucial in determining . the .. on-going viability·. of . a farming enterprise. 
Monocultural farming ·may also require reassessment. 
Th~s, climate change and rural· development are, c1oselylinked. 
From policy research to PolicY action 
It is some years since coricerns about glopal ciimate change forced their way onto 
the public policy agenda. The phenomenon is now better. understood and debated, 
· as indeed is the tenor. of the policy responses that are appropriate at the present 
time. 
· Much time&ndeffort has been. spent in assessing approaches to policy'development 
· th.at are relevant· to the phenomenon of· climate change. The Ministry of 
Agricultur~ and Fisheries (MAP) is in a position to dt:clare a public policy stance 
.. on agrIculture and climate change. '1t is also in a position to .implement proactive 
· . poliey measures, both at the level of local farming districts and in the context of 
international markets' for agricultural commodities.· . 
. . 
Approach 
The 'approach taken to this . project . consisted of a series of steps., folloWing. Closely 
the tasks outlined:in Appendix 1. 
· Inlti~l1y, we updated our knowledge of the literature on climate change, 
sustainability and risk management. We then drew together the key elements of 
these three components .to·provide the basis for the development of a cQnceptual 
framework. for policy analysis. . 
Research· into the ·causes and effects, of climate change is .extremely' dynamic by 
natu~e, ··largely because of the consIderable . amount of uncertainty involved. 
Therefore, we spent a ,considerable amount of. time' consulting With· a, number of 
researchers and· practitioners, with emphasis on those with agricultural interests. . 
. A major focus of our approach to this project involved a workshop for invited 
· participants representing different sectors involved in research, management and 
polley development. This approach was adopt~d because we felt very strongly that 
one of the most important factors in policy development was the need to dev~lop·. 
and . !Daintain comInunic&tion· channels: initially between policy makers and 
iv 
". 
researchers and managers with the 'later addition of the f~nning community as 
,"users' and'appliers' of the p~licies. 
'A series of background notes was' prepared and circulated to the small group of 
selected 'part~cipants {Appendix 2).C01;nmentson this material as well as notes 
from the interchanges at the workshop were then incorporated into a final report 
for our client. 
" , Summary of c~lIiclusions 
For each, of the three principal' areas of analysis a series of key points Jhat, is likely 
t9 influence policy developmeJ,lt was qescribe~ and discussed. We then derived,a 
set of conclusions from these, key, paints. 'The conclusio~s re,ached from the ' 
, perspective of sustainability'were that emphasis should be ,placed ort: 
. policies contributing to,the reduction of systematic' and undesirable risks froUl 
, climatic variability, 
strengthened and enforceable ecological institutions, and , 
incremental policy with monitoring and evaluation ~s essential ingredients to: 
.' .; . 
. ' . ; 
- link anticipatory with reactive policy, 
- , Cissess the effectiveness of current policy and instruments, and ' 
- build institutional memory i.e. monitor for policy eff~ctiveness and compliance. , 
Whereas; from the point of view' of risk management the primary conclusions were, 
that: 
policy should ,aim to' provide greater certainty',to individual 'decision makers if 
possible, 
the apprpach to policy development on agricultural risk should be grounded in , 
region'al, ' issue(perception )-driven, 'analysis -as the' basis for, national policy 
overview; top-down policy influences such as the general economic philosophy 
o(the day should be Dalanc~dbybottom-up_considerations oftr~nds'and status 
in land condition and real risks' at the individual, farm enterprise level and the 
community level, ' , , . , 
monitoring and evaluation are 'important for riskmanagement purposes because 
. they provide, infonimtion for ,decision makers at farm e,nterprise and policy 
leveis, ,and . ' , " . ' 
v 
resource conservation institutions may be important to ensure that piivate risk 
is not extetnalised to the detriment of land and water resources.' ' 
All these cQnsiderations point to an approach' to 'policy 
'analysi~that is grounded in bottom-up, local eXperience, 
,rather than relying solely on ,top-down deterministi~ 
, scenarios of climate chang~ 'and its impacts. 
" Analysis of pOtential direct impacts from clhnatechange 'I, 
should, emphasise the extreme events component' and us'e 
an issue-driven approacb' focused initially at the regional 
level~: Changes hi the pattern of extreme eve~ts,ate likely 
to be manifest long before changes in'central tendencies 
are observable with any certainty. These more traumatic 
events are most likely io trigger 'changes .in faimers' 
',attitudes ,and ,thinking. Cues for agricultural change. 
, therefore exist in ,the, present experience of extreme ~vents • 
... 
Specific features, of any approach to mitigating the undesirable risks of increasing 
variability shouidinclude:' ' 
eval~ation of key vUlnerabilities to climatic variability on a region-specific basi$ 
(i.e; what is the basket of risks likely to be encountered as a'result of greate~ 
variability of the kind alreadyexperienced)r and , 
the systematic gathering of base-line data, on~g~ing monitoring, and nested . ' 
weather systemsamilyses So that relevant climate histories can inform bothlocal 
, adjtistm~nt strategies and international negotiations. ',' ' 
IIi the case of longer-term international trading strategies, systematic gathering of: 
production, market and trade ihtelligence should be used as a basis for formulating , 
priorities ,in Ne'Y Zealand's agricultural R&D. 
From our analysis of the conceptual aspects of sustain ability, risk management and ' 
climate change,and accounting for the aspects of overlap between them, we draw 
the, following principal conclusions. ' 
vi 
· 
~li~~tic variability should ~ viewed as one element6f the 
total risk environment faced ,by: individual f~rmers, and the 
agricultural sector as '8 whole. 
Climate change has two main elements' that need to be 
ciearly. ' . differentiated in their sigpificance' for poliCY , 
developmen,t. 
Our perception of extre,me climatic events should not be 
" limited only to those 'events that are designated disasters~, 
Both, CIimatechange a~d total farming risk are regionally, 
, unique phenomena. 
Summary of recommend~tions 
, The' majorth~usts in policy -required to accommodate the character of the climate 
chang~ phenomenon, of its din~~t and iridirect impacts on agriculture,and of the 
public and private sector responses are to: 
establish ,a process fornionitoring global intelligence, on climate change, its 
, impacts on • agricultural production and world markets for ,agricultural 
commodities, international trade' and issues relevant to' these -which, will' all 
contribute to the information base for identifying relevant long-term adjustment 
, strategies within New Zealand agriculture; and " , 
establish an approach to regional. risk-pJ;"oofing for agricultural production, 
, resource'conserVation~ and individual farm' ellterprises. ' 
, , 
Within the coritext of sustainable agriculture/risk mariagement/climatechangepo~icy 
responses, we, recommend the fOlloWing, p~orities for' action: 
Monitoring and, evaluation " 
'1. Establish'a systematic framework for international monitoring of agricultural, 
trade intelligence and cues for.1onger-term,strategic R&D priorities (refer list 
of impacts, internationally in Appenqix 6). This would :cover' changing global, 
patterns of agricylturalproduction;demand for 'agricultural" commodities, 
competitive advantage in international agricultural tnide, trends in agricultutal 
pro~ectionism, and 'so on. ' 
vii 
.2. Reassess MAF's existing farm monitoring programme and practices for inclusion 
of indicators of unsustainability (e.g. land status, stock carrying· capacity· and 
trends, yield trends etc.)~ 
k . '. . 
· 3. Assist farmers in developing appropriate property-level monito~ng procedures' 
to improve ris~ management, farm· production management, and resource : 
conserVation. 
· institutional ch~ge 
4. Devise an information strategy for communicating and reinforcing MAF's policy 
response to the issues posed by climate change,With a view to blIilding support 
amongst: 
.. - key politIcians (nati~nal.and regional)?·· 
- key agricultural leaders, 
- other agencies inv61ved~ in . sustainable. land use (e.g. Ministry for the 
Environment, Landcorp j~ and 
. -. the research community. .. 
5 .. Promote: changes m resource· 'nianagement legislatiori. to. provide better 
ecological protection .in law. 
6. Continue etTC)rts into land restructuring programmes · (cadastral).· 
7. Broaden the scope of Land Act changes to incorporate sustainable land use 
objectives. i 
Specific research/consultancy. initiatives. 
8. Convene a works~op that deliberately consolid~tes evahiationofpolicy lessons. 
relevant to sustainable land use. and agricultural risk management across· ,a 
number of regions. This can be seen as an integral part of the iterative policy-
. making process necessary for policy development in sustainable agriculture. The 
objectives of such a workshop are fwo-fold:, . 
(i) 'expressly to elicit and reiriforcekey policy lessons from· a range of 
. regional programmes. and review exercises (e.g. reviews of Cyclone Bola 
assistance, review of East Coast drought assistance, West Coa~t hmd us~ 
study, Rabbit and' Land Mal)agement Programme (R&LMP); etc.), 
'. '. .' .' 
(ii) ., ···io foster actively a shared understanding of these lessons by. policy . 
adVisors· in MAP and those .who provide policy. analysis, both inside and 
outside MAP. 
· This sort of initiative should also be taken after action on recommendations 9, 10 
.' . . 
and 11 below. 
. . 
viii .. 
r-
.. 
. .' 
9. Commission nested weather systems analyses at th(( local/regional level (with 
national coverage overall) with a view to understandingbetterchange in climate, 
~s it affects fanning'ineach particular locality. 
'10. Commission specific risk identification exercises that are not general and .. 
speculative but linked directly with weather systems .analyses and other elements 
in the agri~ultural risk environment,provideappropriate mechanisms for risk. 
communication and classify and·. stratify 'larid areas at high risk because of 
current rise and,mamigement practices. 
. . 
11. .Commission regional project teams to put 9 and 10 into practice~ with, special 
atteiltionto project process and team composition. The process of investigation 
would need to involve: . 
· farmers the. immediate decision makers and risk takers 
meteorologist understanding climate 
resource management .officer direct impacts 
.risk analyst" . risk management process 
farm management immediate context 
institutional analyst overall decision-making environment 
social assessor social adjustment processes 
12. Consider what MAF can contribiIte to' the . process of rural . community 
development as an important substrate i~r co~rriunity-:drive~ rural ac;ljustment 
initiatives (e.g. '.Kurow-Hakataramea Resource Conservation Committee, 
Bengerrreviot Resource Conservation Group, etc.). Rural communities are in 
a relatively depleted state after some' years of agricultural adjustment and. 
· retrenc.Qment. MAP therefore needs to consider its role in the general process' 
of rural development, :tiot just in relation. to geographically~sp~cific programmes 
of change (e.g.,East Coast drought, R&LMP). Such consideration will need to' 
· include. an assessment of the' scqpe for cqllaboni.tion betweenMAF and other 
· agencies involved in community development.' (e.g. Departinent of Internal 
Affairs), an assesSment of the need for and. tole of agricultural' extension 
· officers, and links to ot~er agencies with technical field staff that may be located 
· in rural communities .. 
13 .. Commission re~e~rcb int6adjustments~rategies i:tii.tiated by the farming , 
community (e.g. role of off-farm employment). 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction . 
This proj~ct comprises part .of a research programme sponsored by the Rural Policy 
Unit of MAP and initiated in September 1989. The original objectives of. this 
project were to: 
develop a risk m~mageilient framework" for the climate change programme, 
develop a framework for societal responses, and . 
. .". .'. . , 
informMAF of trends, problems an~ policy implications .. 
As a result of eatlier work in the Rural Policy U~it's programme a Prop9saJ for a . 
two-stage pr.oject wassubmitted~ ·The specific objectives of Stage 1 .of this project; 
which is the subJect of this publication were to: . 
devel.oP a policy framework for the analysis of resource use i~sues· for the 
climate change programme incorporating Jong,.term . climate· variability, . 
uncertainty, risk manageme.nt, sustainable resource use·in agriculture, public· 
perception and behavioural change, and social and· environme~tal impacts as . . 
. well as economic analysis as ·described ~nd developed by Chadee and Weber 
(1990)'~ and . 
"'!. jnform MAF of·the isslies identified, trends, problems and policy implications 
that arise. 
. ... " 
The . approach taken to· this· project has involved a series· of tasks described in 
Appendix 1.. . . 
The first of·the~e tasks· involved literature searches by the authors in the areas of 
climate.change, sustainabilityandrisk management. Since recent work has covered. 
these areas,. the literature search was largely an update. It ~as notable that there 
. was very little· new II?aterial in· the iiteratureto draw from .. 
The next step involved summarising the concepts associa~ed with each of the three 
. areas of climate change, sustainability ·and ·risk .·nianagementand. deriving· a· 
. conceptuat framework linkirigtheseconcepts in·order to proYide a b~sis for analysis. 
1 
"Amajorcompo~entof the project . consisted' of 'holding a workshop for a smali 
group of futereste~ parties for the purpose of discussing tbebackground material· 
in the different subject areas, the conceptual framework for analysis and the process 
of policy development~ This workshop ·was also· used to derive a list of issues· , 
, ' related. to climate change and the ·l~mg-run use of resources which th~ participants 
felt were crucial for the farming community and MAF .. A list of the workshop 
participantS. and the, format fonowed is presented in' Appendix 2. 
, ., 
2· 
We view sustainable development as the' over-riding goal, of which sustainaole 
agriculture is the specific subset that we are concerned with. Sus.tainable agriculture 
thereforebec~mes a primary goal for ,MAP' policy development. It involves 
.·consideration of· resource conservation, land use. regimes, " farm management 
practices, ~nterprise viability and agricultural sector adaptabilIty. Speci~c 'objectives 
focus on mitigating the nsks associated with climatic variab~lity, with parti~ular 
emphasis on resource conservation because ofthe relative irreversibility of resource 
degradation, a~d the long time frames for resource restoration. Within the overall 
goal of sustainaple agriculture, risk management and rural adjustment processes are 
the primary indiVidual and community strat~gies respectively for avoiding risks and 
. capturing, opportunities. . . , 
Farming operates in an overall risky environment with a number ofdiffertmttypes 
of ' risk involved (Appendix 5). Some of these risks are well~defiriedwithknown 
outcomes, and predictable pro.babilities~FaI1llers are accustomeq to de.alingwith', . 
financial and, business risk as part of the normal fanning . activity. However, 
,sustainable development' and hence' sustainable agriculture is characterised by 
, considerable. uncertainty., This arises because of the" ris~, associated with natural 
hazards. Risk is further accenttHlted by the uncertainty involved in the climate ' 
change debate itself (includingdeQate about whether climate change is occurring 
<and the debate about extreme event and gradual change manifestations). As well, 
there is uncertainty' as 'to the likely effects of the different actions that the 
agricultural community might take. 
Climatic 'variability is therefo:re a . source , of both hazard and ,opPQrtunity that· is 
likely to' impinge upon sustainable development in: general and upon sustainable 
agriculture in' particUI2lr. . . . 
Risk management is the process used. to attempt to reduce 01' stabilise the effects 
of risk.,. It involves assessing. the risks as best as can possibly"becionebased on' 
obtaining available~nformation, takfugsuitable actions to mitigate Or remove risk,-
monitoring the :effects of .these actions and reassessing them accordingly ... Risk 
management can be seen as part ofa systems or decision-making approach' to 
management. 
The systems approach, in simple form, involves five steps: . 
1. identifying the problem and setting goals and objectives, 
.2. setting the boundaries to the probiem; identifying options available a~d defining 
criteria for evaluation; 
/' 
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CHAPTER 2 
. Conceptualfrainework for diniatechange, sustainability and 'risk 
management 
The approach taken to examining this topiC involved examining each of the' three 
subject areas ,of climate change, sustamability and risk, management in tum and 
, identifying the key concepts associated with each. These were summarised in the 
form of a series of background' notes that were dIscussed at the workshop and that 
.. ' have been amended and presented in AppendiCes 4, 5, and 6.' 
The 'next important ~tep involved establishing a "conceptual 'framework linking the 
four primary areas of interest which weredescnbed as:, ' 
, . '. 
sustainable develqpmen~,' principles and practice, 
risk management, 
, -
climate, climate variability and climate change~ and 
'response'~ in agricultural policy and 'practice. 
The links between these four areas are demonstrated graphically in Figure 2.1; , 
RISK ENVIRONMENT 
(Gharacterised by uncertainty) , 
,,~ 
Figure 2.1 Conceptual framework'linking ~ustainability, climate ~hange arid risk 
management. 
3 
3. . analysing the -options. and choosing a preferred option using trade-offs and the' 
previou~ly . established criteria, . 
4. implemerttingthe preferred option, and 
5 ... monitoring the outcomes and evalu.ating the. decision. 
Implici.tin this approach is an assumption· that current knowledg~ will be 
incorporated on a dYnamic adjustment. basis where appropriate. 
, 
This is a useful approach tp any decision·making problem~ The. cruci~ aspects .are 
that a decision must be made, even if this involves simply re-establishing the status 
. quo or continuing without change, and that implementation . and monitoring of the 
decision are integral parts of the process. This approach can also be used ~a first _ . 
step towards the development of a policy-making framework since it contains all the 
· elements essential for developing, implementing and assessing policy. 
Using the conceptual framework and linkages described above and coupling this 
with the use of.the decision-making processasa basis for risk management, we can 
characterise the four areas of interest as a preparatory measure to incorporating . 
them into th·e development of a policY-making framework. .. 
Ri~k is the overall environment within which the decision is made. . Sustajnable· 
development is a goal, while sustainable agriculture· isa specific policy objective. 
Climatic variability is ~ part ofth~ decision';making environment which provides the 
impact or trigger that determines the existence ofa probiem. Risk assessment is the -
· proc~ssused to analyse the options and determine the preferred option~ Outcomes 
'cover the policy responses that derive from the risk management process as well as 
the status· (physical. condition) of resources and. enterprises resulting from- s~ch 
· policy responses.· 
The more obvious direct risks associated With climate change ilrise out of increasing 
variability - the "extreme event syndrome';. It must be remembered, though, that 
there are many grades in the spectrum of .extreme and normal events; ·not all . 
extreme climatic events. will be disasters, but ~hey will nevertheless warran~ 
considered management respo~ses. Some specific . examples follow. 
_ The increasing uncertainty and frequency of tropical cyclones reaching New 
Zealand latitudes has placed much North Island steep hill country at risk of· . 
large-scale soil erosion because it has been cleared of its stabilising ground cover 
and put into pastoral use that makes it vulnerable to the effects of cyclones. 
Current farming returns make it difficult for individual properties to finance tree 
planting for conserVation as a means of reducing such risks. Furthermore; the. 
5 
, ' 
loss of grazing area, may be perceived as threatening the viability of the farm, 
,~ 
not to mention the dire~t and somet'imescatastrophic impacts of the cyclones 
themselves. Changes in land use are necessary to reduce risks ,but can be 
dlfficult to implement when constrained by existing property boundaries.' 
Responses call for technical elements (e.g. land use capability assessments with 
consistent future farm development assessments), institutIonal ,elements 
(e.g. enforcement of legislative and/or liability provisions), and social/political 
elements (e.g. a willingness to address change at community or catchm~nt level). 
, ' 
_ Droughts are also symptomatic of climatic variability. Failure to recognise the, 
, onset of drought early enough and to take mitigating action puts at risk the state 
of soil cover and pasture, and the condition of stock: in other words, the , 
primary asset base of pastoral farming. Given the inherent uncertainties of ' 
climatic variability, tbe choice of pasture species, the level of grazing pressure' 
, and the timing of decisions to reduce grazing are, all criticai to managing 'the 
risks effectively in order. to e~sure 'that farm enterprises remain viable in 'the 
long run." Allied to such direct impacts are others connected'with,the costs' of 
increased susceptibility to animal and weed pests if grazing systems are put 
under stress for lengthy periods (e.g. rabbits and Hieracium). Once'again" 
responses 'call for technjcli!, institutional ,and' socia-economic/political' elements. 
Climate variability is simply one area of risk faced by farmers.. Rather than 
, conSIdering all the individual risks and hazards ,which are part' of the implicit 
, ,everyday' decision-making process undertaken by" the farmer ;we prefer to 
concentrate, on the overall "basket, of risks" and think of ,climate variability as an 
impact that changes the balance of risk for the farming community. In many, 
circumstances the source of risk (or risk factor) is' not, as important as the fact that 
the "total risk package" has passed a threshold beyond which the individual-farmer 
or the f~lfming community considers reasonable. Thus, the response may not appear 
to be directly' linked to the impact that triggered it. . 
At'urther consideration in the.context of the, risk environmeht faced by farmers is 
that farmers have traditionally faced financial and business risk ~nd have dealt ,with 
hazards associated with pests, weeds and .clhnatic variability. Those might be 
referred to as old riskS. ' They are now faciI.1g a series of new riS}{S that are 
characterised by uncertainty and increased variability. Lack of experience means 
, , 
that farmers perceive risks, but do not know how to act upon them. Climate change 
poses hazards from a number of ~ifferent sources. 
6 
Thus,although the primary area of interest addressed in this research is climatic 
variability and the long-run lise of resources, the policy response and hence the 
policy framework must be capable of incorporating risk in more general terms aI)d 
accommodate a policy framework of the overlaps between different. types of risk . 
and the more general area of impacts. ' 
t; 
.~ 
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CHAPTE~3 
Thinking strategically about policy development 
3.1 Putting policy analysis in context 
. - . , . 
In this Chapter we outline the principal elements for policy ,'development.' 'The, 
public policy environ,ment, the multi-disciplinary sources of scientific information and ' 
ewerience, and: existing policy, goals, 'all have a bearing on the approach; to policy 
development,and the perceived,priorities. " , 
, , 
This rese~rch focuses on the development of a sector-specific policy. Our brief has 
involved investigating the implications of ~limatechange/variability for agri~ultural 
tis,k management and the long-fuh,use of resources in the agricultural sector. In' 
<;hapter 2 we, described' the k~y elements in this analysis: . . 
, -
, sustainability in the use of natural resources has been established as a n~tional 
goal (refer Environment Act, 1987; Resource Man~geIl1ent Act, 1991; and 
MAFCorporate Contract for 1990-91), 
climatechange/variabiIity is' im ,environmental condition ,or state variable to' 
which agricultural practice must be respmlsive, 'and ' ' 
risk management emb9cties processes or techniques that can be applied. 
, " 3.2 The publi~ policyenvironm~nt 
Policy, initiatives, particularly sectoral policy initiatives, cannot occur in ~ political 
vacuum. 'They must take account of and,'Will be irifluenced by the, prevailing' 
political andecononiic climate" in terms of the' current Government philosophy and ' 
relationships to other policies. 
'Aspects o( GOvernment philosophy that ,are likely to affect the success of pOllCY 
initiatives originating in.the fanning\sector are: 
the. overall objectiv.es of agricultural policy'(asviewed by Government). For 
example, whether the Government's primary concern is with assisting farIilers ' 
as, a particular group' orin ensnring the continuity of farming by protecting the, 
resource (the land base), 
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., th~ prevailing rationale ·for Goverinnent involvenientin . economic development. 
in agriculture or in any other produ~tive sector. '., Thisinvbives other factors' 
including jnternational agreeinents such as GA:rrand CER; 
-
..... 
the types of policy initiative/public policy intervention tha! are politically 
acceptable., . GovernmeIi~ will always have responsibility for the overall policy 
'environinentaffecting decisions in ,agriculture,however, its, degree of 
involv~ment in specific economic initiatives is a political choice, and 
the case for public policy action is also important iIi that there isa perennial 
'dilerinna for policy makers to' seek to strike a balance between ~nticipatory and, 
reactive policy measure~. Nowhere, is this more evident than in, the arena of 
climate change policy (Baines, 1990). 
Particlilar agricultural policy initiatives should preferably' complement eXisting policy . 
(fot example, general re~ource manageme~t poFCY as espoused in the Resource 
Management Act). Alternatively, they 'may be constrained by existing poliCY,orlhe 
prevailing policyenvirOIiment (for example,interverttionist policies are not likely to 
be acceptab~e at the' present time unless a: specific and defensible rational can be 
argued such as in the . case , of the R&LMP) .. , , ' ' 
Therefore, those who m~nage. the 'policy developm~rit need to be clear about the, ' 
particular policy environment in which they are operating so that they can take into 
account the above factors and use . them to develop strategies for policy formation. 
. '. .. . . .. 
The primary focus for sectoral agencies· working' within the, public policy 
, , environm~nt . should be on developing and promoting policy that' will be 
implemented. . This requires that policy makers learn from p~st experience and,' , 
" having established a policy goal, determine a process for achieving it. An important 
part of policy formation is likely to be'the settmgup of an information strategy that 
can be used to inform Govei-;nment,. the policy makers, sectoral stakeholders and the 
,p"!lblic at large. Part' of' the, information strategy will therefore be an effective 
communication framework. . , ." 
Th~ different levels of policy formation and the rel~tionship between national and 
regional levels ofgovemment involved in policy establishment also need to be 
cQnsidered.'Overall guidelines for resource management and agricultural poiicy are 
~et nationally. For resource management matters, responsibility for more' d~tailed 
.' . policy development and· the implementation of legislation resides ,with regional 
.. government; Similarly, the impacts of the implementation of agricultural policy will . 
he, ,'reflected' most·· directly ,at regiomil an.d local levels. • Policy development, 
particularly when there is a-Iargeamotint of uncertainty 'involved such as in the area 
, of' climate 'change, -is a dynamic 'process. The experience gained from 
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implementation an~ evaluationa,t the regional level will provide . ilation~l . 
government' and sectoral p<?1icy~promoting agencies with information that can be 
used for the modification of policy. ~Therefore, MAP's policydeveldpment .process 
needs. to sit comfortably 'with, a regional focus both for internal consistency and for 
co-ordination with other agencies at national' and regional level. 
li., 
, ,3.3 The elements of science that inform specific policy developments. 
The objectiv~s of this research require us to investigate generally how agricultural 
, policy 'can be informed by ~onsidering the concepts and principles of sustainability~ 
risk management and .climate variability/change and, specifically, the key linkages 
. between them. Our purpose here is to summarise key elements' in these' three 
.. categories with a view to identifying an approach t~ agricultural policy development 
that is appropriate to the objectives and the Circumstances, a,s well as priorities for 
policy development; 
A more detailed exposition of the conceptual fql~ework from which these findings 
have been made is contained in Append~ces 4, 5, and 6. 
3.3.J Slistainability 
Fundamental to the principle~ of sustainable development is a commitment to 
protecting the interests offuture generations by taking a lorig-term view of policy 
analysis and institutional design. Two aspects that therefore are essential are (i) a 
general thrust' towards internalising the externalities of' private actions wherever 
possible, and' (ii)·providing. ecological prote.ction in law,. so that· resource • 
conservation does not continue to be a matter for. optional consideration by 
resource users. 
Protecting the interests of future generations inevitably focuses attention on. the . 
need to balance the interests of the present with those of the future. This suggests, 
that it is important to look at the complementary roles and responsibilities of private 
and, publIC action, and of local initiative within a general regulatory framework. 
The principal cues for public policy that can be derived from a consideration of 
sustainability are the need for: . 
policies contributing to the reduction of systematic risks from climatic variability " 
(this will include impacts on the eccilogicalresource base as well as on rural 
. communities), . . 
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strengthened and enforceable' ecological institutions, and . 
, . 
. incremental policy with monitoring and evahlation as essential ingredients to (i) 
; ,link anticipatory with. reactive policy, (ii) assess the effectiveness of current· 
policy and instruments, and (iii) build institutional memory i.e. moriitor for 
policy effectiVeness and compliance. . 
In contrast to the notion of a policy inpursiIit of sustainability being in'cremental, 
initial changes in approach to land use that,derive from consideriIm the lo~ger-terlli 
iInplications of· existing land lise patterns and land management practices may· 
. appear to be, and indeed, may need to be; quite radicaL 
3.3.2. Risk management 
. Applying our risk management framework (Appendix 5) to agricultural risk yields 
the following key points: 
-
-
analysts working in the field of risk management for farm enterprises indicate 
clearly that risks and risk perceptions cannot be generalised across all regions 
in New Zealand, nor across all· classes of farm enterprise,.rtor across' all 
communities and individuals, 
there is no automatic link between risk source and individual response strategy, 
/". 
risk managementwmild be assisted by reducing uncertainties through improved , 
. information (gathering, management and access by users/decision makers ), and 
effective risk management links decisions to subsequent monitoring and 
evaluation of outcomes. 
Thtf fact that there is no automatic link betWeen risk ~oilrce and risk response is of 
particularsignificance in the context of sustaining the land resource .. The essentially 
optional nature of present resource' conservation objectives in legislation' poses a 
distinct: risk that as conventional farlliing comes under mdre pressure in many ways 
(marke,t price, market access, withdrawal.of agricultural subsidies, reduction in the 
level of Government support in the conteXt of adverse events, etc.)· famers may well 
respond in ways that place the land under greaterstress. 
The 'increased yariability of climatic ·conditions Will. increase systematic. risk in 
agriculture and resource conservation. Where the overall risk exposure increases 
, as a result, there is increased likelihood of reduced productiVity' and profitability 
bearing iIi mind the other trends. mentioped above', This in turn could apversely 
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. affect the.capacity of indIvidual farming businesses to adapfwitha consequent loss 
of international competitiveness in the agricultural sector as a whole. . 
. . . . 
The distribution. in the burden of risk between private and public liability is an . 
impoita.nt policy variable since it is criticalto the risk environment perceived by the 
individual farmer. This variable is in a state of fluX which creates additional 
uncertainty·fm: .. the farming community as a whole, aswell as for individual farmers. 
The .regulatory environment contributes to the definition of an individual farmer's 
options in response to. changing perceived risk: exposure. Such institutions are 
relatively ~ell defined for commercial transactions that affect business and financial 
. risk, "but are less well defined for" ecological transactions that affect ecologic~l risk. 
The principal cues for public polity that can be derived from a considetation of risk 
management are that: . . 
policy should aim t6 provide greater. certainty. to individual decision makers if 
possible, 
" the approach' to policy development on agricultural risk.should be grounded in " 
regional, issue(percepti6n )-driven analysis as the basis for national policy 
overview i.e. top-down policy infl'uences' su~h as the general economic 
. philosophy of the day should be balanced.by bottom-up considerations of trends 
and status in land condition and real risks at the individual farm· enterprise level 
and the ~ommunity level, " ." 
monitoring J. and evaluation are important for" risk . management purposes, 
providing information for decision makers at farm enterprise an~ policy levels, 
and 
_. resource conservation institutions may be important to ensure that private risk 
is not externalised to' the detriment of the land and water • resources. 
3.3.3 Climatic variability/change 
Key p~ints from our conceptualisation of climate change/variability that influence 
a suitable approach to policy development are: . 
~ 
'!'" climate change'is a global phenomenon; htmce limitation strategies can only be 
pursued via intern~tional'"agreements while 'adaptation strategies are amenable 
to unilateral policy initiative, 
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climate change iS,likely to create both ,opportunities and hazards; in the' context 
,of public policies for sustainability and risk management the'major ,concern in 
the short term will,be the resultant hazard mitigation, while in the longer term 
the development of adjustment strategies to take advantage of new production 
and trade opportunities will be of increasing importance, 
climate change ,comprises the distipct, but complementary dements of gradual 
change in cent!al cliInatic tendencies and changes in the patterns of climatic ' 
variability such as the frequency, intensity, and duratio'n of climatic extremes 
(changes in extreme, even'ts), and 
climate change wiUnot ,be uniform around the world, nor throughout' New 
• loy .'
, Zealand Le. it will be .gubj~ct to regional differentiation. 
, " 
These conside:rations overlap eXtensively. As a result of regional differentiation in 
the impacts of climate change there are' cues for policy response both globally and 
, , 
within New'Zealand. Strategic policy, responses to global impacts Will emphasise the 
systematic monitoring arid ,assessment of information on global demand for 
agricultunil products, on the situation of' competing producers, and on the new ' 
opportunities for local agricultural production - its capacity, costs and technical and 
marketing needs. Such a policy response takesainedium to long-term approach 
to the riskS -associated with gradual Change' in' mean global climatic conditions 
represented by the kind ofscenario-clriven analyses that have been most popular to 
date. 
In' contrast, policy responses to the direct impacts of climate changes in New 
Zealand would more usefully emphasise ·the mitigation 'of risks, from' increasing 
climatic variability, as a basis for making agricultural production systems more 
risk-proof. This is an immediate strategic response. 
Overall, it isa question of balance and priority .in ,policy initiatives, both aspects 
.' have a place in the menu of appropriate policy responses. 
It is worthwhile commenting on the, fact that the extreme events that are normally 
classified as natural ,disasters lie at the end of a continuous, spectrum of variability 
in climate. It is their, position in this spectrum that makes them useful as learning 
experiences for the kinds of adjustment strategies that may be appropriate in 
. . "" .. 
response to inc~easing climatic variability., 
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Analysis of potential direct impacts from climate change should emphasise the extreme 
events component and use an isSue-driven approach focused initially at the regional 
/eye! · Changes in (he patiemof extreme events are likely to, be manifeSt long before 
changes in ,central tendencies qre observable with any certainty. It is these more 
traumatic events that are most likely to trigger changes in f~rmers~ attitudes and 
thinking, and the 'cues for agricultural change exist in thepresentexperienceof extreme 
events. 
The importance of using this approach is tWofold. Policy development is not 
dependent on a speculative scenario of change as much as it is rooted inexperience. 
By learning from previous experience of extreme events we have the possibility of 
moving towards genuinely anticipatory policy on the risksfrom climate change. It 
does, however, raise the question over, how effectiv,ely we assimilate the policy 
lessons from past experience into ne'Y policy. , 
Fundamental to our understanding of dimate is the, notion that local climate is ' 
unique because of the fltJiditY of weather systems and the uniqueness and complexity 
of local topography. Thus, the most relevant information for farming will come 
about when weather'system changes are analyseg at the local level" and then,setin 
the broader .climatic landscape of changes to regional weather systems and inde~d 
, Australasian andglob~lweather systems. 
All these considerations point to an approach to policy analysis that is grounded in 
bott01;n-up, local experience, rather than relying solely on top-do~ deterministic 
scenarios of climate change and its impacts. 
," ", :., " ' 
Specific features of any approach to mitigating the undesirable risks of'increasi:ng 
variability should include: 
evaluation of the key vulnerabilities to climatic variability' on a region-specific 
basis (i.e. what is the basket of risks likely to be encountered as a result of 
greater variability of the, kind already experienced), and ' 
'the systematiC gathering of base-line data,on-going monitoring, and nested 
weather systems analyses so that relevant climate histories can inform both local 
adjustment, strategies and international negotiations. 
In the case of longer-term international trading strategies, systematip gathering of 
production; market and trade intelligence should be used as ~a basis for formulating 
priorities in New Zealand's agricultural R&D. 
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3.4 ~XistingpoliCY goals - a starting point 
There already exists a strong foundation for 'policy development on agricultural 
responses to climate change i~ current a~icultural policy. The cues for this can be ,~, 
found throughout the statements on "outcomes" (goals) and "corporate strategies" 
(objectives) contained in the MAF Corporate Contract for 1990/91. Even though 
there is not a strong emphasis on policy linked to climate 'change per se (the 
corporate strategy on farm productivity and risk management does mention adverse 
clim~tic events' specifically), the analysis provided by this project gives ,ample 
evidence of the links between rilanyaspects of these policy statements and an 
emerging sectoral policy response to climate change. 
The following sections outline how a policy response to climate change fits within 
existing policy goals and objectives and points to some policy. gaps, aspects ,that , 
require Iurtherpolicy development, and potential conflicts between agricultural 
re~ponses to clImate change and current policies. ,,', , 
3.4.1 MAF "outcomes" (policy goa~) 
MAF's overall mission statement is reinforced in the first statement of outcome that 
seeks to promote sustainable production systems" based on sustainable use of the 
natural resource base. Such a: goal becomes more imperative in the future in view 
of the fact that the systematic risks imposed by climate change will have a strong 
bearing on the kind, of land use that' can be' sust::rined in, any particular region. 
Climate change Will manifest itself as a region-specific challenge to sustainable land 
use regimes. 
The s~cond ,policy olltc~me 'concerns, protection from" diseases and pests, market 
access, and international competitiveness. The long-term trends in climate 'change 
will very likely affect New Zealand's position with regard to all these outcomes, just 
as they will affect the prospects of any agricultural producing nation. In addition, 
,the costs ,of adjustment to more, immediate impacts of climatic variability may well 
impair New Zealand's iilternationa!competitiveness if the farming industry is poody 
placed for 'capital investment and innovation that will be ess~ntial to both an 
imm~diate risk-proofing strategy and to longer-term strategic adjustment. In this' 
regard, the current public policy theine of increasing industry self-reliance by 
promoting an ~conomic regime builfaround the short-term efficiency criterion may 
disadvantage New Zealand agriculture if it also leads to the longer-ternioutcome' 
of constraining the capacity for adaptability in farm enterprises (Johnson, 1990). 
,.-; 
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3.4.2MAF corporate strategies (policy objectives) 
The corporate strategies of particular ,relevance in the context of this analysis are, 
those covering (i) sustainable agriculture, (ii) resource management, (iii) farm 
productivity and risk management, and (iv) technology development . and transfer. 
. , . 
Objectives within the corporate strategy on sustainable agriculture' are entirely 
. consistent with the' conceptualisation we have employed in this project. ,One 
observation worth' making in relation to the statement that calls for promotion of 
the traditional "land care" ethic is that the current 'status of much of this country's 
farmland is ample testimony to the fact that the traditional ethic is~ on its own, a 
totally inadequate safeguard against unsustainable land management practi~es. 
. '., ." ... 
Although the objectives under the resource management corporate strategy arevery 
, laudable' they omit any reference to. the important aspect of designing a more . 
effective institutional regime for resource conservgtion. Scientific assessment(via 
n:lOnitoring and evaluation of resource 'status) ishecessary but the objectives fall' 
short of specific policy control targets. Also of concern is the vague statement that 
"at times, other uses will preclude sustained management". How can the Ministry 
support a policy goal of· sustainable "resource 'use that is optional? It seems quite 
inconsistent with any coherent policy on sustainable agriCulture. MAF policy makers 
should consider carefully whether.there are any criteria that could be involved that 
would preclude sustainable management. ' 
Objectives within the resource management strategy are complemented in the farm 
'productivity and risk management strategy by the priority accorded to the issue of 
. "restructuring farm units to provide greater robustness". 1)lis is particularly apt,. 
'given the expected impacts of climate' change on elements in the risk environment 
, that are beyond' the choice and control of individual farmers,. a,nd recognising (as, 
for example, is the case in some South Island high country pastoral farming districts) 
that land degradation has already occurred to such all extent that existing properties 
are no longer viable units. The last objective' in this risk management strategy 
i.e. the need for "more prudent and conservative farm management" as a 
,consequence of Government's reduced direct involvement still begs the question 
(first raise4 above in relatjon to the traditional landcare ethic} of how the' 
community is ultimately to ens~re against unsustainable outcomes for the resource 
base, given the productivity and risk management~pressures on individual farmers. 
. , 
In the corporate strategy on technology development and transfer, innovation in 
agriculture. is. 'viewed very much in the context· of promoting growth and. 
international competitiveness. Allied· to these objectives' is another that is 
partieularly crllcial 'in the context of adjustment responses to climate change. 
,Climate change 'will require farmers to' adapt and adjust both in response ~o the 
- . 
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increased . v~riabi1ity in climate and in response to the opportunities or limitations 
that will emerge over the longer term. Research. and technology development that 
is locally relevant to farming needs will be an important source of support for 
farmers making such adJus~ments. The corporate strat~gy speaks of emphas.ising the 
jmportant links· between research development, technology transfer and marketing, . 
but makes no mention of the equally important link that must be· forged betWeen 
these efforts and the ultimate users - the farmers; a link that will need to be more 
effective and reach many more farmers than it has in the past. This objective thus 
points not only to the content of research and technology development as priorities, 
" but to· the process whereby farmers become involved in the effort. 
':;-
" 
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, CHAPTER 4' 
Using the policy' fra",ework 
A policy framework is a structure for defining and locating issues associated with a 
particular area of interest. It can then be used to analyse these issues fot the 
purpose of developing policies to resolve them. It ~an also be viewed as a body of 
ideas and concepts linked to provide a rationale' for policy analysis. 
In Chapter 2, we described a ~onceptual framework for climate change, 
sustainability and risk management as a means of Ihiking and defining 'our areas of 
iI)terest. The elem~nts of this conceptual framework were then described in terms 
of a systems approach or general decision-making framework. This decisi9n-making, 
, framework is particularly useful as a 'basisfot policy development since it can be 
expanded to incorporate' different viewpoints and different interest groups in the 
same basic structure. 
We need to view this framewor~ as a process that itself is flexible enough to allow 
for'modification and that, allows for a large variety ofissues to be analysed. For this 
. reason, it is preferable to keep .the ftame~ork as general as possihle and tostres~ 
the importance of the linkages between the different elements that make. up the 
conceptual frarr1ework which acts as the foundation stone. 
Climate change manifest~. itself in two ways:· in gradual, long-term cumulative ~hifts 
in typical climatic values of temperature, rainfall, wind direction etc. and in changes. 
in the pattern of climatic variability such as changes in the frequency, intensity and 
duration of droughts, floods, frosts" cyclones etc. The second of these components 
is sometimes referred to as a shift in patterns of extreme events. It is important to 
note that a shift in the pattern of extreme events is likely to be identified long 
, , 
before any shift in the central tendency can be measured accurately. 
Ther~f~re, this policy framework is designed to address two main issues: a response 
to the long-term effects of climate change requiring adaption and modification of 
land uSe patterns and normal farming practise; and secondly, an appropriate 
response to m~I'e immediate adverse effects such as changes to extreme event 
behaviour and frequency. Since the' emphasis for the development of response 
. behaviour (decisions) must be on outcomes, the policy objectives need to be clearly 
established. Amongst the immediately obvious objectives is the need to establish 
a comprehensive monitoring programme in conjunction with specific research and 
development goals. 
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Whilst climate change is essentially a gl~bal ph~noinenon, it is not uniform across 
different parts of the world. It will Gause' changes in comparative advantage 
between agricultural producers, with the likelihood of "winners and losers" amongst 
. nations. Two messages for New Zealand agriculture policy derive from this. Firstly, 
the lack of unifonrutyin climate change will also be manifest at a regional.level 
within New Zealand. As a result, it may lead to increased agricultural risk in some . 
areas. It may also creat~ new opportunities for productive land use in various 
r~gions of the country. Some areas will become wetter and other areas will·become 
drier .. Nationally there is likely to. be an in<;rease in temperature which will mean 
regional shifts in growing patterns and seasons, changes in pest concentrations and 
greater or less· availability. of. water. . The other major changes Will be market 
changes both internally and externally as a result of' global regional changes. 
One .ofthe major questions' to be answe~ed reinairis "what are the, major risks' to 
traditional farming in New Zealand from climate change".. To go beyond 
speCUlative generalities we require' regional assessments~ of the major risks ~o 
farming.' This should be.undertaken in co~operation with farmers' and the farmiD:g 
comniunity, and should draw on recent experience rather than on speculations ~bout 
future, change. Currently it appears more important to concentrate mainly on 
policy associated with changes in extreme event behaviour. We can also suggest 
, indicative impacts .such as those list~d in Appendix 6, and' possibly rank these in 
terms of likelihood and importance. . 
Traditional forms· of quantitative. and qualitative risk,assessment have been most 
successful in identifying and providing comparisons for individual risks. In the, case 
. of risks due. to climate change the, major area' of interest is in the' increased risk 
likely to occur and the cumulative impacts on land use. The use of purely 
quantitative approaches such as fault tree analysis and deCision analysis (using, 
decision trees) to quantify expected risk is not likely to be appropriate in this 
circumstance. Therefore, there is a need to investigate, further qualitative . 
approaches such as those used tomea.sure incremental and cumulative risk. 
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CHAPTER'S 
Policy initiatives 
S.l' The 'character of·strategic policy respons~s 
Climate change will increase the syst~rriatic risks in agricultural production and land 
use. These risks are both direct and indirect. The direct risks from climate change 
result from the increasing variability and uncertainty in climate that is already 
perceived, and as a result of gradual and. cumulative changes in the climatic 
signatures of each'region in New Zealand over the long term tl1at will take much 
longer to reveal themselves, if indeed' they are occurring. The indirect risks to New 
Zealand agr.~cultux:e from global climate cl,lange stem from the i~pacts on New 
Zealand's prospects in. internationai agricultural, trade. Both sorts of risks can be 
managed. ' 
From a public policy perspective, how New Zealand fanners and the agriculture' 
'sector respond to climate' ch~nge Will be' influenced by their ability to manage risks 
. at the individual farm enterprise level and by the effects of public policy initiatives 
on the total agricultural'risk environment. 
, The question' 'we address ih this chapter, is, the natllre of policy initiatives MAF 
should be taking now in response to current perceptions of global climate change. 
Much recent effort and policy analysis, both in New Zealand and overseas, has, 
focused attention on a long time frame for characterising global climate change. 
Such a time lag be.tween current policy decisions and final outcomes is problematic, 
" for policy development in a situation where political decisions tend to focus on the. 
short-term politieal time horizon (up to the next general election, perhaps). The 
question of what to do has also been clouded by aspects of uncertainty over global' 
climate change, international politicai trade~offs, and a ,perception that for several 
year~ the general policy issue has attracted some~hingof a "bandwagon" response. 
It is time for MAF to take stock of the evidence, and of the gaps in agricultural 
policy, to declare its stance and act accordingly~ Asa result of ouranalys.is, we 
make the following recommendations. to 'MAF. 
There must be tWo major thrusts in policy to accommodate' the character of the 
climate change phenomenon, its direct and'indirect impacts on agriculture, and 
public and private sector responses. We believe these two major thrusts ,should be . 
to establish: 
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1. ap. rocess for monitoring global intelligence on climate change~ its impacts on 
. . 
agricultural production "and world markets for' agricultural commodities, 
international trade and issues relevant to these - which will all contribute to the 
information base for identifying relevanHong-term adjustment strategies within 
Ne\y Zealand agriculture and co-ordinatingagencies, and 
. 2. an approach to regional risk.,pr~)Qfing for. agricultural production, resource 
.. conservation, and individual farm enterprises .. 
MAFfech is currently operating aprogramme providing information on the aspects 
of riskmanagemellt for farmers and other m~mbers of the farming comml-mity. 
However, the focus of this programme has reflected an inadequate understanding 
of the nature of the risk that farmers' are likely to be f~cing in the future and al~o 
. has not recognised the potential benefits' associated' with risk taking; 
It is essential that emphasis·be placed on iinproving ways of providing information' 
to and tninsferring information between agencies. and MAF, DSIR and farm 
. e~terprisesat a community level. 
The two thrusts are .closely linked since the esSential characteristics of the impact 
of climate change will be the same the world over. 
'. Future efforts should display a better. balance betWeen the two in terms of actions 
and resources. Each isa vali9 policy re~ponse on its··own terms~but equally each 
is enhanced and made more relevant to agri~ultural sustainability by the other. In . 
the past, climate change policy development in New Zealand has placed too much 
'., emphasis on top-down scenario development, impact assessment of distant futUres, 
and macro~econo1liicm:odelling. The risk for policy adviso~sis that these efforts 
have been perceived of as marginally relevant. . 
Neither of the policy thruststl).at we recommend are based onremotespeclilafions 
about . the details of future global Climate thange but both'are antIcipatory of 
possible/likeHy change.' . . 
In . Sec~ions 5.2 and 5.3 we expand on our overview of recommended policy 
initiatives, paying particular attention to .policy. process and priorIties for .action. . 
. . , . 
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5.2 'Initiatives on policy process , 
In fleshing out how the two' main policy thrusts fit into MAF'~ ,policy development 
activities, it is necessary to focus on aspects of approach and organisation. 
Concerning the' approach 'to policy· development, ',the most' important 
recommendation is to shift the balance of past top-down policy development in 
, favour of more regiona~ and localised policy development input. It is not a case of 
replacing one approach'by another but rather of recognising the complementary 
values of each component. Put quite simply; a national overview of agricultural 
policy on climate change and risk management is given more, substance by policy 
development.work that is focused regionally and locally and carried out in such a 
manner as to facilitate active input from farmers, farmer organisations, and rural 
communitieS-' Regional focus thenh~s implications for organisation and action. 
5.2.1 Regional:"1evelpolicy development 
Important organisational links at this level are between MAP Policy and regional 
resource management agencies" agencies involved,in applied research; agricultural 
extension agents, and farmers and farming communities. 
As a result of such a regiomil network structure, MAF Policy would be in a position 
to: 
", 
promote local inter-disciplinary and multi-party exercises to'identify issues (e.g: ' 
wnat is the basket of risks1ikely to be encountered as a result of i:ncreasing' ' 
clim~ticvariabi1ity in Canterbury, in the Wairarapa, ih the high country, in the 
Waikato, etc.?), ' 
.. co-ordinate resources for applied research that are relevant to farmers in their 
need t() adapt according to new priorities,~nd to make better use of local 
knowiedge, and, 
'. ~. 
_ .build on what is already happening in regional weather systems analyses and 
'regional risk studies, .such as those already being undertaken by Martin and Lee 
(1990) and Newman and WillIams (1990). 
, Inter~agency co-operatjon and the collaboration ,of iI1ter-disciplinary analysts and 
farmers are essential to issue identification, providing resources for applied research, ' 
and effective information and technology transfer. If farmers' are to be ,better risk 
managers and land managers, they have to have,' a real stake' in' managing, the 
processes of adjustment. 
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. Nevertheless, regional policy development will s~ill contribute to riational policy 
development and respond to national policy initiative~'i in much the same way as 
general resource management poliCy is currently.structured. 
5.22 National-level policy development 
At thenatiOIiallevel the common themes and agricultural policy issues are drawn 
together- and reinforced,_ and the relationships between agricultural policies -and 
other sectors' policies as well as general social; economic and environmentalpolicjes 
are·· tackled. Inter.national agricultural and trade intelligence and 10nger~term 
strategic research priorities remaIn largely the interest of those with responsibility 
for national.policy overview. 
This multi-level approach to policy development allows MAF to respond to needs 
for policy initiatives that are perceived·regionally, ~s well as to take policy initiatives 
nationaiIy. - ~~ 
. 5.3 Priorities for- policy _action 
As part of the approach outlined above, we recommend the following priorities for 
action within the context qf sustainable agriculture/risk management/climate change. 
. policy responses. 
Monitoring and evaiuadpn 
, 
1. -Establi~h a systematic framework for int~rnational monitoring of agricultural. 
frade intelligence and cues for longer-term strategic R&D priorities (refer list 
. . 
of impacts int~mationally in Appendix 6); This framework would include. 
information on changing global patterns of agricultural production, demand for 
agricultural commodities, competitive advantage~n international- agricultural 
trade, trends in agricultural protectionism, arid so on. . --
2 .. Reassess MAP's existing Jarmmonitoring.programme: and practices for their . 
inclusion ofindieators of unsustainability ( e.g~ land statu~, stock carrying capacity . 
and -trends, yield trends, etc.). . . 
3. Assist farmers in developing appropriate pr.operty-Ievel monitori~gproced~res 
to irnprqve risk management; farm production management,. and resource 
. . 
-conservation. -
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.:f 
Institutional change 
, ". '. . 
4~ Devise an information s·trategy for communicating and reinforcing MAF's policy 
response to the issues posed, by climate change, with a view to building support 
amongst: 
- key politicians' (national and regional), 
- key agricultural ieaders, 
'- other agencies involved in sustainable land use (e.g; Ministry for the 
Environment, Landcorp), and 
_. the research communitY; 
5. Promote changes in resource management legislation to provide better 
ecological protection in law.' 
. 6. Continue efforts "into land restructuring' programmes (cadastral). ; 
7. Broaden the scope of the Land Act ch~angesto incorporate sustainable land use 
objectives. 
Specific research/consultancy initiatives 
8. . Convene a workshop to consolidate the evaluation ,of policy lessons relevant to 
sustainabl~ . land use. and agricultural risk management across· a number of 
regions. This can be seen as an integral part of the iterative policy-making 
pro~essnecessary.for poliey. development in sustainable agriculture. The 
objectives of such -a workshop are tWo-fold: 
- expressly to elicit and reinforce key policy lessons from a range of regional 
pr<)gram~es and review exercises (e.g. reviews' of Cyclone Bola. assistance, 
review of East 'Coast drought assistance, West Coast land use study, 
R&LMP etc.), 
- to foster ~ctivelya shared 'understanding of these lessons .a:mongstpolicy 
advisors in MAF and those who provide. polley analysis, both inside· arid 
outside MAF. 
This sort of initiative should also be taken after action on recommendations 9, .10 .' 
and 11 below. 
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9. ' Commission nested weather systems analyses 'at the lQcallregionallevel (with 
national coverage overall) with a view to understanding better change in climate 
as it affects farming in each particular locality. 
10. Commission specific risk identification exercises that are not general and 
speculative but are 'linked directly with ,weather systems analyses and other 
elements in the· agricultural risk environment, proVide appropriate ,mechanisms 
for risk communication and classify and stratify land areas at high risk'because 
of current use and management practi~es. 
11. Commission regional project teams to put 9 and 10 into practice, with special 
attention to project process and 'team composition~ The process of investigation 
wmild need to involve:' 
farmers 
meteorologist 
resource management officer, 
, risk analyst . 
farm manageinent 'specialist 
institutional analyst 
social assessor 
the iminedi'ate decision makers and ri.sk takers 
understanding, climate 
direct impacts 
risk m.&l1agement process 
.' immediate context 
overall dt<.cision-making environment' 
social adjust:rnent processes 
,12. Consider what l\fAF can contribute' to the process of ru~al community 
development as an. iniportantsubstrate for' community-driven rural adjustment 
,initiatives (e.g~' Kurow-Hakataramea Resource Conservation" Committee, 
Bengerffeviot Resource Conservatior{ Group,' etc:). With rural communities in 
a relatively depleted state, after . some years of agricultllral' adjustment and 
retrenchnient, MAF needs. to consider its role in the general process of rural 
developm.ent, not just in relation . to geographically specific' programmes of 
change (e.g. East Coastcirought, R&LMP). Such consideration will need to 
'includ~ an assessment 'of the links between MAF and oth~r agencies involved 
in community development (what scope for collaboration?), an assessment of 
the need for and role of agricultural extension officers,' and links to other 
~genCies with technical field staff that may be located in r,ural communities. 
13. Commission research into adjustment strategies initiated by the' farming 
, community (e.g. role of off-farm employment). 
The initiativ~s outlined in points 9; 10 and 11 might b~ viewed as regiorial 
responsibilities under the Reso~rce Management Act, however, there is a clear role 
, for MAF as a'leader in the areas o(agriculturalproduction and rural community 
support. Current experiences in the management. of rural change (e.g. the R&LMP, 
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the Waitaki Catchment Management Plan, and the Hawke's Bay Laildcare Trust) 
" " 
" indicate the importance of close co-ordinatiqn between local, regional"and national 
agencies and between public and private se,ctor stake holders. 
" "In Chapter 6 we set out a range of issues" that need to be considered in the further 
refinement of suitable policy initiatives. We, also attempt to categorise and prioritise 
these issues. 
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.. 
CHAPTER 6 
'. The policy issues 
The next step in the process of defining a policy framework was to examine the 
policy issues associated with clhnate change, ,risk management and the long-run use 
of resources.. This process, of identifying· issues provided 'a major focus for the 
workshop held to discuss this project. 
6.1 A national perspectiVe 
MAP needs to formalise' (in a policy sense) how it links policy 'objectives for 
sustainable agriculture with policy objectives for agricultural risk management . (with 
its' policy Jor land use under climate change/extrerne events as' a particul~r subset 
, of this)~ To reduce uncertainty within the agricultural sector Government policies 
need to be more clearly articulated or repeated. ' , 
MAP Policy'needs to determine an appropriate organisational. strategy for'climate 
change, risk management and sustainable agriculture given that. these policy areas 
Should receive a strong regional treatment? . . . , 
There is a major dilemma for anticipatory policy in relation to clirp,ate change. A . 
high degree of uncertainty about long-t~rm climate changes and the inherent. lags 
. in the climatic system work against anticipatory policy initiatives~ Conversely the . 
potential scale of impacts on agriculture, the potential rate of change, and the . 
ptiority for extreme event responsesrequire'anticipatory policy initiatives. It could 
be argued that anticipatory policy is all theinore,.important for extreme events.,since 
. there is so little time to react. We should be learning from past experiences/failures 
before the next 'event'.' 
. A further question to be addressed is the degree to which policy should. be 
influenced by a purely fiscal framework. This issue. assumes greater importance 
. within' the current political ,climate. 
An important point for. policy makers to recognise is' that in some cases emphasis 
should be placed on the. prevention of land' degradation while elsewhere the 
restoration. of degraded areas provides an opportunity to rethink land use policies 
more radically. 
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6.2 'A regional perspective 
Under the terms ofthe'ResourceManagementAct, regional interests assume much 
greater importance than previo~sly. One way of incorporating-this new direction 
·in management is to consider regional policy as deriving from a set of national goals 
(in this case, sustainable development). National policy then evolves as an iterative 
process from regional policy through its influence on national goals. -Policy options 
have' a 'manag~m~nt cont~xt associated with this process. ' , 
The'regional issues therefore centre around the concept that policy formulation and 
implementation require as much'ibottom-up as ,top-down infl\lence. ' ' 
'It should be -remembered that although guidance on priorities must be determined 
and co-ordinatednationally, analyses and empirical work on climate change, risk 
management and sustainable agriculture" are implemented best at the local- and 
regional level . 
. Another area that is more appropriately. addressed at the lo~al and regional level 
is- that of facilitating change in community attitudes and community responses~ 
, . W' .. 
6.3 Policy-process, Policy initiatives, institutional-arrangements and in~ormation 
Discussion at the workshop showed that the issues associated with policy 
development are not specific to anyone subject· area. Therefore, it seemed most 
appropriat~ to group the issues hito the following four categories: policy process, 
_ policy initiatives, institutional arrangements; and information. The ordering of the 
issues within categories depends largely upon the particular policy objectives 
selected. It is also likely that some. of the issues listed- WilL no~ have r~levance -to 
particular policy objectives. , 
.,' 
6.3.1 Policy process 
The key issues a~sociated with poliCy process may be' summarised as follows. 
_ There is a clear need to specify goals and objectives before attempting to specify . -
policy initiatives. . ' , . 
_ A crucial aspect of using a policy framework is.,the identification of thekey 
'players' in the policy determination process with emphasis on clarifying who sets 
priorities in policy issues. As part of this proces~ MAF needs to ~larify .its 
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position and establish whether it wishes to adopt a . leading or following role in 
policy development on climate chapge. 
MAF needs to establish effective lobbying procedures to ensure .that policy 
. initiatives are not stalled within the political system. . 
_ .As part of this policy process, MAF needs to establish its own vision of the 
future thus providing a means for consensus building . 
. 6.3.2 PoliCy initiatives 
The issues, associated with poliCy initiatives are directed primarily towards· 
Government's position as a promoter .of .policy~ 
The ·key question in terms of Government's role in the development and 
. promotion of sust~inable agriculture is probably 'what can Government do?'. 
Agricultural policy directed towards sustain~ble agriculture has a considerabl~ 
public, g<?od aspeCt for whiChgteater GOvernment direction is required than is 
presently being exhibited. 
Government need~ to consider its role as a p:rovider of information, both in 
term& of policy de~elopment and management. As part of this, Governme:nt 
should be promoting the adoption of risk management strategies as part of its 
responsibility to landowners and lessees. 
. , 
_ .1\. further part of Government's role as an extension of the philosophy espoused 
in. the Resource Management Act. is its responsibility· to facilitate the 
establishment of a n3:tional policy framework that· is flexible for local and . 
... regiOIlal impl~mentation and control. 
If, as a nation, we believe·in the long-term objective of a healthy soil, water, air 
and social· environment then there is an urgent requirement to establish sound 
.. policy to' ensure this end. This \ could be ·one focus of the recently established 
. Rural Affairs Unit 
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6.3.3 Institutionill arrangements 
Particular i1)stit1,ltional arrangements are required if a policy of sustainable 
agriculture is pursued._· 
The need for these requirements is based on the _ premise that a new way of working 
is required since the old way has failed to provide a consensus on sustainability. 
. . . . 
These requirenients are: 
-
--
a selected iriterdisciplinary co-ordinating group with the responsibility for setting 
an agenda and establishing clear objectives, 
a means or speCified process for achieving these objectives,-
-a' system _ for _ the widespread dissemination of information, _ 
a means of accessing the policy-making process in order to make changes and 
to 'cortC?~t' policy where required, 
. . : . 
..improvedmeans of co~ordination b~tween and integration -across government 
departments, 
the establishment of links between local . and interest --groups, regional a,nd 
central authorities, and global interests, :J!" 
... a means of-allowing-for community-ownership of specific applications which is 
likely to be a prerequisite for long-term success (part of this will require a public 
. extension.process to-develop shared vision and ownership of policy outcomes), 
and 
provision for the consideration in intra- and inter-generational eqUity and the 
sharing of resources. 
It must be recognised that policy-vision building' and _ community" consensus as 
. . -' . - - . 
envisaged above will require time, care and skill in both developing and maintaining' 
the necessary links and trust. -
. . , . . 
There a~e a number of other issues relating.to existing institutional arrangements 
that are relevant to the need for and formation of new systems. 
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,There is a tendency for' existing soil conservation institutions to encourage, 
_ : greater production rather than decreased land degradation. Also, optional soil ' 
conserVation programmes provide little incentive for institutional memory. 
, , , 
Historically collective responsibility for land management has failed on the part 
, ' of both farmers and public agencies ' ,with legislative jurisdiction; examples 
include the semi-arid rabbit-infested areas; the tussock gra&slands exhibiting 
, extensiv~ Hieracium invasion, and the North Island east coast 'hill country 
exhibiting eXtensive erosion'damage. Part of this failure,results from'the fact 
that legislated resource protection has been rendered ineffective by lapsed 
enforcement and/or inadequate Ineans for enforcement (lack of suitable, 
information and suitable-penalties). Fwther, there has been a lack of 
accpuntability of those pursuing/acting under the objectives ,set in resource 
protection legislation. Many farmers say they want to leave the land iII better 
heart but the status.of the land is often sacrificed (e.g. desertific~tion in semi-
arid,' zones, ,hill country erosion) and, ultimately, the land resource is 
unprotected. This illustrates the need for 'legislative/regulatory'safeguards in 
land conservation. 
LInd t~nure and legal restraints 'on land use need'to 'be separated, particula~ly 
so far as t~e justification for changing the Land Act is concerned i.e. in some 
cases restraints on land use should apply irrespective of tenure type. 
Arguments and principles still need to be, established for determining whether, 
to what extent, and what types of agricultural ris~ can and, should be shared 
between the farDJ.ing sector and the community 'at large; without this guidance, 
a clear policy goal for agricultural risk management will be. impossible. 
Little attention has been' paid tot1).e question of what sorts of risk should 
reasonably be borne by individuals and what sorts should involve risk-sharing on 
a wider, basis. As,a complicating factor government involvement in some types 
of production risk insurance may interfere with market signals and lead to 
inefficient investment and overproduction,. ',' 
Climate change increases systematic ri~ks to fariningwith the 'result that private' 
, insurance markets ate unlikely to develop effectively: The Government and 
therefore MAF have to consider wheth~r the private sector is likely or capable' 
of providing adequaterisk-sharing.institutions under the circumstances. A 
particular issue concerns the availability of private insurance cover for pasture 
and crops where assessing the difference between partial damage and full 'crop 
'failure' ,is problematic~' ' 
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6.3.4 Information 
There will never be perfect information about climate change. Therefore; We must 
make policy orrthe basis of existing informatjon, but must also continue to collect, 
interpret and process further information. There are two aspects of information 
that are pertinent to the policy development process. They· are the provi~ion . 
(collection and dissemination) of information and the management of infomiation. 
• it .'
" ..' . 
The iss~es with respect to informati~n are that:· 
-
-
there '. needs to be proper. recognition of the iriherent limiting physiciil and . 
climatiC factors in order to provide better risk management, 
care needs to be taken in the use of expert opinion in recognising that it is 
'simply informed opinion, 
questions of options, futures foregone and counter-arguments to current 
philosophies need to; be clarified, 
'. _ . there is a need to· use multi-disciplinary techniques and inter -disciplinary teams, :: 
there is an. urgent· need for extreme event scenarios as a preliminary step 
towards the evaluation. of policies tel~tive to established scenarios, . 
there is lack of scientific information on the rural impacts of clim~te change at 
regional and community levels, 
.. . there isa~lear need .to improve monitoring and evaluation methods and provide' 
farmers with monitoring methods for business management as well as resource 
protection, and 
.. there is a need to develop. and enhance appropriate channels ofcommunication 
between different levels of government ~nd farming activity to enable new 
information to be. rapidly' transferred. 
Questions associated with these information-related issues are: .. 
-
. -
How are trends inagricwtural productivity interpreted?'- as symptomatic ofthe 
.. existence or absence of land degradation? How s.ustainable is growth in land 
productivity? . . 
How do we asSess land degradation in all its forms? How do you make the 
objective 'that land be used within its capabilities' operational? 
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How do we identify land, not yet degraded, but being used beyond ltscapacity 
, i.e. under threat of degradation? What are the eady warning signs? 
'" 
Hmv should MAP Policy organise its research (and monitonng) to support , 
policy development? 
_ ' What sorts of information would assist farmers to make better decisions and 
give better timing of decisions? Who should provide this information? 
'6.4 Issu~s informing policy development. ' 
There is obvious ovedap between the fo~r categories of issues described above. For 
example, 'a number of issues listed under 'information' have relevance to th<? issues 
associated with 'institutional arrangements'. This reinforcement gives risetoa series 
of further issues associated withsustaiIiable agriculture and climate' change which, 
, amplify the policy development process. 
In terms of climate change; it is important to acknowledge several additIonal, 
characteristics that have particular significance for the cliInatological-commercial 
,interface, namely 'that the frequency of occurrence of extreme events can be very 
sensitive to relat~vely small changes in the mean' and that 'Individual fanners and 
agri,cultural systems may be especially Vulnerable to consecutive years of poor yields, 
and the probabilities of consecutive occurrences of extreme climatic, events could 
increase dramatically with a change' in climate' (Warrick et ai;, 1,986). 
There is also the concept of the perceptions of land as capital and the problem of 
the transfer :of ecological capital into financial capital. When faced with very 
uncertain prospects, some farmers opt to m,aximise short-term returns (subsequently 
transferred, to other investpIents) by mining the last stocks of soil fertility and 
, ground cover. It is critical to distinguish, and yet at the same time, make the 
connection,s between ecological capital and financial capital. Neither bank& (lending 
institutions) 'nor th~ valuation profession' appear to give, adequate attention to this 
in their assessments of equity and risk. Thus,' financial markets and lending 
institutions run the, risk of making decisions based on a faulty, understanding of the 
capacity and resilience of farming systems; 
. .'. 
This dilemJ;Ila' over value introduces the questions: 
',. How would land valuers alter their approach to property valuation if they 
adopted 'a ,more ecological perspectiYeon production systems,includinga ,,' 
longer-term view? 
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Do lender attitudes to agricultural risk contribute to unsustainable land use? 
1)tese questions lead to the inevitable conclusion that . even if risk is not considered '. 
bad, risks to the' ~ong-term condition of the land are undesirable . 
. -
Another issue relevant to policy development is individual. and community 
perceptions~ Questions arising' about perceptions of risk are: 
-
What factors trigger changes in attitudes t6 risk management? 
How adaptable is New ZeaJand agriculture in terms oOand use? 
Can the ecological status of land be seen as a hidden factor in trade~offs 
between business and fin~ncial risks at the farm enterprise level? If so, is this 
linked to risk·balancing responses. and freedom to mano~uvre? When total risk 
. exposure increases what has to be foregone - farm business viability, returns to 
'. equity, status of the land resource? 
What factors do lenders to the agricultural sectorinstigate? 
Does farm diversification increase/decrease risk exposures? . 
. What factors have the grea.test influence on individual risk perceptions and risk 
responses within the context of .risk-balancing?' 
... Is .. there. a danger of confusing the goal of' buffering-type strategies (e~g. 
irrigation, extra grazing land etc. ) with mainline production i.e. risk reduction 
with increased production .short term? . . 
Although wec~mnot at present identify the factors triggering changes in attitudes to 
risk management we do know that farmersreact to changes to thebaske~ of risks 
that th~y face rather than to individual risks. This is particularly evident in terms 
of risks associated with climate 'change since,. because of the inherent uncertainty, 
it may nO.t be possible to attnbute· changes in risk to a specific type of risk. 
. -
. .' . . . 
In the past, New Zealand agriculture has shown a creditable ability ,to adapt to 
market shifts. However, a large proportion of New Zealandagriculturallahd is hill 
'-Country, and hence there is likely to be limited adaptability in terms of land use. 
This leads to considerable concern for the ecological status of the land. ' 
Current research is already addressing some of these questions, however,. their 
.·importance to the future' offarming in New Zealand means that the co-ordination 
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of directedresearch'into the attitudes an9 responses of farmers, rural agencies and 
associated financial institutions is essential. , 
In terms of perceptions of climate change we need to consider conflictingopinipns 
as to whether: ' ' 
... farmers perceive Climate change as an important source of risk, 
risks from climate change are considered as systematic or unsystematic risks?' 
, risks ,from climate change area totally private concern, or if soine 4egree of, 
government involvement is warranted? 
Finally, there are some further instirance;.related issues that have primary concern ' 
at the individual ,farm enterprise level.' 
" ' 
: . . 
1. , Can we make a workable distinction between the risks of total loss and the risks 
of partial loss?, . 
2. . Is private crop insurance a feasible mechanism in' relation topa.sture? 
3. Is private insurance a feasible risk ma~agement option in the case ofwide~pre~d, 
hazards such as those posed by climate change (at least in'a regional context)? 
. . 
Consideration. of these issues is a relevant part of establishing a workable. and' 
sustainable process for policy development. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Types of information 
7.1 Introduction 
, ' 
• Climate change has the potential to impose considerable ch&nge on agricultural' 
production systems. Already climatic variability has indicated' the need to reassess ", 
patterns of land use in many parts of New Zealand. Major rural adjustment 
programmes are 3lready considered necessary, and in some instances are underway. 
If this,is any guide to the future- and we believe it is a good guide - then substantial 
rural adjustments will be a central feature: 
The task of identifying, the types of information required to develop a strategic 
framework for the long-run .use of resources under climate change can be carried 
mit in a very general and speculative way at 'this stage asa result afour literature-
based work to date:, However, togo further and identify those aspects of 
. information that should be accorded greatest priority should await the outcome of 
our Phase II work (proposed regional project team): Then we would be in' a better 
position to answer in more detail questions of information-priorities' and ident~fy 
those who' need to .know~ 
An overall investigative schema 'covering 12 key areas of enquiry into rural" 
adjustment has already be~n produced: (see Baines et aL; 1988). This is summarised 
below (Section' 7.2) with a brief commentary that. links it to our'research. In 
Section 7.3 we attempt to anticipate some immediate priorities in information 
, . 
gathering,that are'aimedat supporting long-term adjustments in agricultural 
communities 
7.2 Overall scheme of enquiry 
From a s~rvey' of the internationall~terature on climate change and impact analysis ,', 
in late 1988, the folloWing 12 areas of enquiry were'identified. As the list highlights, 
the questions are" aimed' at clarifyirig the overall environmental and socjetal 
adjustment processes to climate change a~d the interdependency between the two. 
'(i) What are the most significant attributes of climate change? 
Sufficient analysis has been done on the general characteristics of climate 
change and its impacts on. agric~ltural, systems. What is required now is more 
attention to the current realities. of clim.ate chang~ as experienced in discrete 
agricultural regions (see 9-11 under Section 5.3). ' 
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" (ii) 
" (iii) 
(iv) 
,,(v) . 
What is the nature of the ecological adaptat.ionprocesses to climate change 
and wliat significance does this 'have for" society? 
Ifspecialist studiesofterrestrial system adaptation behaviour are to be carried 
out, we suggest that they are allied doselyto programmes for adapting 
land/farm management practices; ,that is, effort should b~ directed to linking , 
research with'agricultural extension activities more 'closely as a resource 
,conservation contribiition'to risk-proofing behaviour. 
What is,·the character of the societal adaptation process in the case of climate 
change? 
Analysis to date, suggests'very strongly' that short-term climatiC' variability is 
more, likely to be influential in bringing' about attitudinal and management 
change: than any expectation of sl9w, and cumulative climate change. Where, ' 
'. .' 
thisjs so, the rate of adapt~tioil is considered to be linked to the change in " 
frequency and intensity of such initiating events (Warrick and Riebsame, 1981, ' 
p.391). Where the experience of eXtreme climatic events has not led to step-
like changes, attention ought to be turned to the review of response processes 
in various communities and to the nature of public assistance packages (see 8 
under' Section 5.3). How effectively are the lessons' from these experiences 
(e.g; 'CYclone' Bola, East, Coast drought) communicated? 
What ,is the relationship 'between" climate variations' and sectors of society~ 
,This qpestion aSSUl1l~S a national economy overview and is therefore not 
particularly relevant at the sectorallevei of priorities. However, the literature 
, on impact analysis identifies agriculture as a 'hybrid', sector' (between physio-
,ecologic and 'socia-technical, ' sectors) ,where abetter understanding of 
management responses to climate change will be critical to reducing key 
aspects of vulnerability. With this in, mind, research attention needs to be 
tumedto investigating 'the significance of frequency, probability, persistence, 
and/on duratioJ;l of particular climatic conditions likely to cause extreme 
impacts' (Warrick and Riebsame~Ibid.); in other words, an investigation of 
,the thresholds fOr adjustment in fann management practices,'as well as an' 
investigation of agncultural systems' and farm management regimes that may 
be especially vulnerable to repeated climatic abnormalities. This should 'be 
an explicit part of the r~gion!ilrisk-identifying exercises recommended in 10 
inSectiori 5.3. '0
What are the characteristics of society that determine Vulnerability to climatic 
variability? 
This question should be addressed as an explicit part of the regional 
risk-identifying exercises recommended'in 10 in Section 5.3. 
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(vi) What are the pathways and linkages within 'social systems" through ,which the 
effects of climatic variations are transmitted? ' 
, ., 
This question should be addressed as, an explicit part of the' regional 
risk-identifying exercises linked to (v) above. 
(vii) What Js 't~e level' and 'distribution' of total impacts arising from, climate 
change? , 
Firstly, there is the question of the overall level, of 'benefits' and 'costs' 
associated with climate~hange; secondly, how are these impacts distributed 
in time, space and between groups in society? Agriculture in New Zealand 
is largely in' the position of being a taker of ,costs or opportunities that come 
with human-induced climate change rather than a primary coritributor at the 
present time. The greenhouse' gas emissions that are of most co~cern in New 
Zealandresl,lltfrom the use of fossil fuels. The performance of New Zealand 
agriculture compares quite- favourably with ~ther agricultural producers. The 
dominant role of agriculture in the economy, particularly in the export,sector, 
suggests the need to ensure that the agricultural sector' js not burdened with' 
more than its fair share of the adjustment costs (or, conversely, is adequately 
resourced to 'make 'the adjustments necessitated' -by climate change )~ 
Information will be required at the sectoral and production group levels to 
assess questions of, equity in adjustment assistance. , 
" ' 
(viii) What is the range" of mechanisms, by which, societies adjust to climatic 
, variations? ' 
Using the' experience, of past responses to natural hazards' and climatic 
variability, we' can build lip a repertoire of mechanisms or adjustment 
strategies tc), help people and conimunities to respond in the future~ 
Adaptability in the face of new risks - buffering against adverse impacts- or' 
taking advantage of new opportunities - requires a range of adaptive 
mechanisms (see 13~nder Section 5.3). 
(ix) How is information (scientific or otherwise) on climate change and its effects 
perceived, interpreted" valued, and channelled into strategy formation? 
An important aspect of this question is the assessment of 'user' needs for 
, information on likely' climate change as perceived by, for example, farmers 
and ca,tcliment and land management officers (see 9 in Section 5.3, and ~otes 
on conducting analyses of weather system, changes in Section 5(b) 0'( 
Appendix 6 (Neil Cherry; Lincoln University, pers. comm.)); 
(x) What are, the conditions -of choice that guide societal responSe'to climate 
- '?' ," ' 
change. ' 
This question can be approached at both the individual level ~ how do 
individual farmers perceive the 'total risk enviromnent and the set of feasible,' 
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;t:1t;', 
.. 
, responses. open to' them? - and'the,collective or' institutional level - what, 
principles are adopted concerning, the 'sharing of climatic risks and the costs 
'of rural adju~tmentbetween the far~ing community and' the economy at , 
large? At either level, the conditions of choice are not entirely specific to 
climatic risks. 
(xi) , What are the dynamic feedback effects to nature, society and subsequent 
response? 
From the vantage point of the emerging sensitivity of policy makers to the 
iiInJacts of clirn'ate change and its resppnses we simply observe that the 
process of response is continuous and pose the question of what deliberate 
attempts have been made' to learn from past experience and. to share the 
lessons around (see 8'iri Section 5.3).' 
." 
(xii) How can the societal adjustments resulting from climatic variation. be 
identified 'as distinct from adjustments that might be' attributed to' other 
changes occurring within the 'larger, system'? ' ' 
With a policy objectiv~' of sustaiIlableagricultural production within an overali ' 
goal of sustainable land l,lse, it is hardly necessary to, take such a discrete 
approach; ~urthermore, since the approach weare advocating does not 
presuppose any particular scenario of change it can iIlcorpo;rate any range of 
risk factors- climatic. risks are~clt the only faCtor in farmers.' risk environment . 
7.3 Immediate priorities 
Within the overall objective of supporting 10ng.:.term adjustmerits in, agricultural 
communities as a result of climate change,' we now'furn our attention 'to some 
immediate priorities in information 'gathering" (and establishing 
systems/reliponsibilities for doing. this). , " 
, , , 
. '. ' '. " . . . . .' 
MAP PoliCYJ)eeds information to make decisions on strategic R&D priorjties; both 
for internal R&D and for making recommendations to the Ministry of Research, 
Science andTechnology and the Foundation for Resear(;h, Science a,nd Technology. 
It also needs information that will enable it to decide whether and when particular 
agricultural policy initiatives: and interventi~ns are called 'for. 
With these information needs in mind, three classes of information iueimportant: 
(i)inforination on global climate change and its impacts around the world as an 
input to longer-term strategic policy making on New~ealand's international' 
agricultural trading interests, 
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"~" 
(ii) technical information supporting Immediate and continued risk-proofing iii 
agricu~tural'produttion systems in New Zealand, and: 
(iii)-infbrmation on social and institutional adjustme~t processes to assist MAP's 
. . 
role in supporting rural adjustment. 
" ..' . .. .' ..... 
These.-classes of inform~tjon.address the. two major policy thrusts recommended at . 
the end of Se~tion 5.L Many of the genedc types of information for (i) and (ii)-
above have been listed in Section 6 of Appendix·6. As a starting point for positive . 
action on an appropriate information base for agricultu~al adjustment _ we suggest 
that effort be put into:· 
_ assembling historical and base-line informati~n on trends in local weather system 
change _ (MAP and the relevant regional council), 
- .. work on producing 'indicators of unsustaimible resource use' (MAP and. the 
relevant regional council), and . 
developing and. implementing a systematic approach to monitoring' global· 
climate changes as· they· affect. international agricultural prospects and the 
changing opportunities for agricultural production and trade· (MAP and the 
various trade and producer boards). 
To some extent these are incorporated into the policy initiatives·we have already 
recommended (see 1,2 and 9 in-Section.5.3). The organisations in parentheses 
above are those for whom it is logical to. assign responsi~ilities for information 
gathering and maIiagement. In all cases it does not necessarily behove MAF to take 
. . 
complete responsibility: rather to negotiate a sharing of responsibility with regional 
councils as bo~ies with ultimate responsibility for resource management (and also, 
to. some extent,. regiomil resource development) and producer boards as bodies that 
~irectly represent New Zealand's internatio:ryal ~gricultural trading interests. 
Infdrmationfor (iii) should be addressed by specifically commission~dinvestigations. 
Indeed, there are several examples of commissioned research already underway that 
could be seen as contri~:mting towards this: 
Social change in agriculture - R\lrill Policy Unit, 1990/91, No.2, 
. .. Use of new technology and risk management - Rural Policy Unit, 1990/9~, 
No.4,' 
Status of Rural Communities - Run!l Policy Unit,' 1990/91, No.8, 
. ;' . 
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Off-farm work and strategies for rural adjustment - Rural Policy Unit, 1990/91, 
No. 27, 
R&LMp'social and instit:utiomH monitoring p'rogramme, 
.Farmer and community attitudes -R&LMP-commissionedjnvestigation, 1991/92. 
The insights from all these diverse pieces of research qIust be brought together at 
some point in the future so that lessons are consolidated into policy development. 
and are communicated effectively to those who need to· know. A workshop, as 
. suggested under 8.in Section 5.3, is appropriate in the future. , 
7.4 Some issues in information' management 
. We do n.ot intepd to reiterate issues canvassed in Chapter 6 in this chapter. Rather, 
we wish to highlight two issues in information management that have become 
obVious in connection with societal responses to climate change. 
Maintaining infonnation bases '. 
Information on climate change must be gathered over an extended period. If our. 
'interest .is in gradual, cumulative' change, then we need ,to consider systematic 
monitoring into the future for,comparison with base-line data. If our interest. is in, 
changing patterns of variability, then we require historical data sets to' evaluate 
current signs of change. In either case, continuity of effort is vital; it must not be 
resourced on a short-term basis. 
Channel<;. of communication , . 
Our emphasis on complementing centralised. policy development with , local and 
regional, poliCy input forces a re;.evaluation of the effectiveness of channels for '. 
communicatin.g information. "If farmers and rural c,?mmunities are to be encouraged . ' 
• to take a more active role in forging responses to climatic variability, then these 
same 'parties will need to be adequately resourced with timely information 
(Section 5(b) of App'endix 6). . .. 
; ... 
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CHAPTER 8 
.. Conclusions 
From our a~alysis of the conceptual:aspects ,of sustain ability, ~isk management ~nd 
climate change, and consideration of the aspects of ove,rlap between them, we draw 
the following principal conclusions. 
Climatic variability should ~ vie-wed as· ~ne element of the total 
risk environment faced·· by individual farmers and the 
agricultural sector as a whole. 
'. . . 
Individual farmers' perceptions of the relative significance of climatic risks among 
.. the basket of risks-that they face varies by location . and type of enterprise. 
J' Furthermore, because there·is no automatic linkage between particular sources of 
. risk and . particular risk management responses ~hepossibility exists that. responses 
to some non-climatic risks may in fact increase farm enterpris~·· vulnerability to 
climatic risk. Therefore, responses to climatic risks should be viewed in the overall 
context 6f~he policy goal of sustainable agriculture and the poli~. objective ,of 
improved risk manage:ment by farmers. 
Climate change has two main elements that need to be clearly 
differentiated in their significance for policy development •. 
Change in climatic variability is the most significant 'factor in ·policy development 
for immediate agricultural risk· management, sustainable resource use andI1lral 
adjustment: :Gradual; cumul~tive change in climatic tendencies is most significant 
for policy dev~lopment that is aimed at supporting competitive advantage in 
agricultural production and intt?rnational trade in agricultural commodities ... 
Our perception of extreme cliinatic events should not be limited· 
only to those events. that are designated 'disasters'. 
The critical question from a reso~rce management perspective is whether climatic, 
variability· is changing significantly .. It cannot be assessed solely. on the basis of 
individual climatic· disasters., 
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Both climate change and total farming risk are regionally unique 
phenomena. 
_ Therefore, strategies for agricultural ds.kmanagementand rural adjustment in 
response to climate change should involve a national policy response that is-
informed -through systematit coverage by local and regional initiatives. 
- -
Anticipatory policy responses need no longer -be constrained by' 
. uncertainty over future climate change. 
Firstly, response to climate change is now being seen simply as part of anticipatory 
and adaptive policy for long-term sustainable resource use and this is being driven 
-by current evidence of unsustainable agricultural practice. Secondly; the policy 
-responses advocated by this study do not dependoIlspeculatiOll about details of . 
future climate change but are anticipatory of possible or likelych'ange. Thirdiy, in 
r~cent years consensus has grown in scientific and policy communities that the 
preconditions for global climate change do indeed exist even if uncertainty remains 
over details of the precise nature, rate and extent of the impacts (MfE, 1991, 
.. pp.2-3).-
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, APPENDIX l' ' 
Contract proposal 
This proposal is a response tOMAFre~hProject 89/21: Strategies for risk 
management in the long run use of resources. It is based on a two-s~age process 
of firstly examininS·the literature and developing a 'policy framework for ,analysis, 
apd secondly evaluating the issues identified in the first stage in the contex(of this 
, framework; 
'Stage 1 
The objectives are to: 
, , 
, develop a policy framework for the analysis of resource use issues for the 
clima~e change programme" incorporating long-term climate variability, 
,uncertainty, risk management,sustainable resource use in agriculture, public 
perception apd behavioural change, and social and environmental impacts ,as 
well as economic analysis as described and developed by Chadee and 'Weber 
.(1991), and 
inform MAP of the issues identified; trends, problems ,and policy implications 
that arise. 
The tasks associated with these objectives are to: 
examine the risk and uncertainty literature with reference to climate change, the, 
long-term use of resources and the effeet~of natural hazards, 
consider aspects of stlstainability and requirements for constraints on the use' of 
resources required to aChieve the. objective 'of sustainability, 
analyse the different aspects of c~imate variability and identify the likely effects 
onagi"iculture, ' ' 
iden.tify relevant' aspects of institutional "adaption including placement of the 
, , burden of risk, behavioural change and societal response, 
idemify the types of information required to develop a strategic framework for, 
the 10ng-terIl! use of reSOluces and ,to consider approaches to obtaining and' 
, using this information, and 
outline a framework for analysis incorporating all of the above' aspects~ , 
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At the. present t~me there -are a number .of .other research projects assQciated with 
climate change being undertaken that will provide. useful input to the· project: In 
additiQntQ the Chadee and Weber repQrt, we cite variQus CyclQneBQla r~views, the 
. ongQingwQrk .of Dr Neil Cherry's group at LincQln University, Brown and 
CQpeland's review .of the East Coast drought package and the Bertram et al. repQrt 
.on the use .of eCQnQmic instruments in greenhQuse PQlicy~ 
We believe that it WQuld be beneficial to hQld a small wQrkshQP ·for invited 
participants that might include representatives .of the groups mentiQned abQve. This 
eQuId be used as a means ofprQviding peer review and discussiQn .of the Stage 1 
draft repQrt. . 
Stage 2 
Stage i leadS directly tQ Stage 2 which WQuld include using the framework derived 
here to: -
cQnsider-risk mitigatiQn strategies at national, IQcal and individual levels, 
consider the effects .of uncertainty at natiQnal, regiQnal and IQcal levels, and 
examine. in detail the role .of infQrmatiQn, incentives andresPQnsibilities in_risk 
"management" strategies. 
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APPENDIX: 2 
Workshop participants and programme 
The participants in the workshop held on 27 March 1991 were: 
Dr Robin Johnson 
Rural Policy Unit 
MAFfech 
P.O. Box 2526 
Wellington 
George Griffiths 
Canterbury Regional Council . 
. P.O. Box 345 
Christchurch 
Dr Neil Cherry 
David Rhodes 
RuralPolicyU;nit 
MAFFech 
. P.O. Box 2526 . 
Wellington 
Sandra Martin 
.. . 
Farn1 Management Dept 
• Lincoln University .. 
Janet Gough 
N ~tural· Resource Engineering 
. Lincoln University 
.... Centre for Resource Management 
. Morgan Williams 
·MAF 
CanL Agriculture & Science Centre 
Lincoln 
Kevin Steel 
. Ministry for the Environmertt 
P.O. Box 10.;.362 
W. ellington 
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Lincoln University . 
James Baines· 
Taylor Baines and Associates. 
Christchurch c 
.. 
The workshop programme 
I' 
9.00 a.m. Introductions 
9.30 a.m.' Review of overall approach adopted to project 
10.00 a.m. Break 
~ 
10.10 a.m. Review components of conceptual frameworks 
omissions and inaccuracies 
-/ positive aspects 
usefuhless as a framework for policy analysis 
11.10 a~m. . Morning tea 
11.30 a.m. Continue revi~w 
12.00 Take stock 
12.30 p.m. Lunch 
1.00 p.m. Thinking strategically about policy 
1.,45 p.m. Break 
2.00 p.m. Issues 
open discussion 
- intersection of issues 
3.00 p.m. Afternoon tea 
3.10 p~m. Links toother activities 
3.50 p.m. 
4.00 p.m. 
4.30 p.m. 
where to froni ~~pre? 
Break 
Roundup 
participants'primities 
Close 
,. 
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APPENDIX 3 
Background to this project and 'workshop 
'1 . Context for this work 
The Rural Policy U:nitis.commissloning a series ofcontr~cts on the topic of risk 
management in New Zealand agriculture examining elements of risk to the resource 
. systems, . financial and business risks at· the. farm leveI, and. institutions for' risk' 
management and risk' amelioration. A risk management framework Win help to 
. integrate the' separate pieces or' work.' . . 
2 Objectives of the project 
',' 
. To develop a poliCy framework that will provide. a basis for thinking about 
policy developineilt in the long-term use of agricultural resources. The. 
particular' focus here is on· risks and 'opportunities that may arise as a result of 
. climate change. 
To identify issues and trends in agriculture that will help to formulate a strategy 
. forp~licy development by the Rural Policy Unit. 
3 Approach 
We have started with four primary fields of interest: 
sustainable development - principles and practice, 
risk management; 
climate, climatic variability, climate change, and 
_ responses in agricultural policy and practice. 
The general principles for sustainable development take on more spetific practical 
significance when applied to a particular sector of the economy such ~s agriculture; 
. thus, we' outline. basic principles for sustainable agriculture. ' 
.:.... 
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Explicit elements within this col1cept of sustainable development are (i) the public 
policy process (continually adjusting through both anticipatory 'and reactive policy 
. initiatives) and (ii)' a conservative (prudent) public' policy . stance centred on 
managing risks' to avoid unsustainable outcomes. 
Climate, climatic variability, and ,climate change' are one component of the 
biophysical environment' for agriculture (and for the economy in gerieral) .. Climatic 
hazards are the.refore simply one component of the overall risk environment that 
farmers and agricultural policy makers must contend with. 
. . 
Fromthese premises, we conclude the following very generalised process for policy 
. analysis: 
. (i) identify the nature of the natural phenomena· involved in' climate 
. . 
variability/change, ' 
(ii) 'identify the nature of the likeiy impacts o~ agriculture and the particular risks 
for agricultural systems that derive from climate variability/change. ,Where d<;> 
they fit into the wider risk' environment experienced· by farmers and' policy 
makers? How are they linked to these other aspects of risk? 
(iii) identify the issues in agriculture (both at the farm enterprise level and at the 
'. sectoral level) posed by climate change, 
(iv) evaluate the need for a policy initiative - anticipatory; or ~'wait and see", . 
(v) identify the range of options for bringing about change indecisjon making and 
practice, and 
(vi) . continually assess change (return to (ii) above). 
4 Research stages.' "< .. 
The conceptual framework- see what follows on "sustainable development", '. 
"climate and :climate change", and "risk management" - has been expanded to:' . 
.• 
establish a coherenf baSis· and rationale for analysis' and explain how we see the 
linkages, . 
provide a vehicle for discussion with others, 
provide a' framework for. identifying policy issues and suggest priorities' for 
. initiatives by the Rural Policy Unit, and 
provide a framework for identifying information and research needs. 
)'-
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APPENDIX 4 
A conceptmd framework for sustainable development and sustainable 
agriculture 
Th~s conceptual framework is presented primarily in. its general form (i.e. atth~ 
level of sustainable development). The specifiC form (i.e. sustainable agriculture) 
is merely the. result of applying the general principles of sustainable 'development 
in the agricultural context. . . 
1 
~ 
Organising' concepts 
.Climate as resource and hazard e.e. rainfall as local resource, its variability as 
. a hazard to users. 
. . . . . 
Developnient as' adynamic environment-society relationship (duality) . 
. Societal action analysed as resource usel by individuals within bounds2,3 
(institutional arrangements) determined collectively. Individual (trans )actiohs have 
always been subject to sanction by the collective, whether they are; market 
transactions or not (Bromley, 1988, p.16; Daly, 1987, p.333). 
2 Over-riding policy goal of sustainable· development (s~mmary st~tement)· 
Policies . contributing 'to sustainable development· serve the goal ,of 
avoiding/minimising the incidence or risk of outcomes· for people and the 
. environment that are judged undesirable because they preju~ice the interests of 
/ 
1 The interdependency between resource and user is 'the source of benefitS to the user and 
vulnerability for both user and' other parties, e.g. irrigated cropping increases yieldS to the 
farmer,: but may also make the farmer more vulnerable to extreme moisture deficits, ()r put 
other water users' interests at risk, or increase nutrient leaching into. groundwater. Thus,' 
resource use gives rise to the need to develop approaches to risk avoidance or risk reduction. 
2 The relationship between individuals and the collective (all individuals together) constitutes . 
. the on-going public policy process. 
3. ' The traditional notio~ of institution~l arra~gements as mechanisths for "reconciling the role 
of theindividual vis-d-vfs tbe role of the collectivity", when it comes to confticts of interest-
or mechanisms for risk sharing, is usually interpreted in' a social and economic cont~. Ute 
. concept of development adva,nced here seeS it as imperative that such reconciliation be firmly 
grounded in an ecological context as well. ' 
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future generations (e;g. loss . of soil, soil fertility and . soil structure; groundwater 
contamination; pest resistance to control techniques; maintenance' of rural services; 
long~ter~ poverty and unemployment; ,high levels 'of public debt, etc.) . ' 
3 Hierarchy for pOlicy analysis ' 
Putting this policy· of sustainable development into action requires explicit 
recognition that societalactivit~es are supported by th~ biosphere and constrained. 
by (amongst other things) the· physical laws of the earth: This suggests a hierarchy 
built upon sustaining this symbiosis and the healthy functioning of the natural 
. env.ironment; 
'. 
ecological sustainability is an· underl)ring 'principle for sustahiable resource 
harvesting and waste management which in, turn form the pre-requisites for 
sustainable communities and a sustainable economy . 
4 Principles in ~ustainable, development 
Current acthns should not impose hazards or risks on other parties. Other 
parties can be future' generations (inter-genenition~l equity), ,other nations and 
other groups' in society today (intra-generational equity), and the natural 
environme~t (ecological integrity4). . 
Uncertainty about the interests ofqther parties ~s not uniform. There is greater 
certainty about the importance of avoiding particular harmful impacts of curr~nt 
activity than about what constitutes a' fair distribution of benefits5 Hence,· 
priority is . given. to minimising the incidence or· risk of harmful impacts of 
resource use by:. 
,.avoiding pollution (particularly long-term pollutants such as nuclear radiation, 
.. heavy metal contamina~ion, pesticide re~idues,genetic resistance in pests and 
, disease strains etc.), and 
- maintaining capacity of renewable resource systems, (~aintaining natural 
capital) by recognising ecologicaJ limits to the rate of use. 
. ~ . ' . 
4 Ecological integrity refers to the structural and compositional attributes of well~adapted 
ecosystems. 
5 Wright, J.e; 1988. Future g~nerations and the environmerit. Studies· in Resource 
, Maitagement No.6. Centre for Resource Management, LincolnUniversity, Canterbury. lOOp. 
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A policy of sust~inable development is rather like one that seeks to promote 
efficiency ... There is no single efficient use of resources· and there is no single, 
precisely. optimal level of efficiency. Rather, we. approach the objectjve of 
increasing efficiency in our use of resources by·reducing the incidence and level· 
. of inefficiency inpractice~ Following this concept, there are many Possible 
sustainable futures. In principle, a policy of sustainable development is 
"proscriptive" in character, i.e. it- prescribes only actions or outcomes that ar~ 
not to .be allowed, it does not seek to prescribe a particular set of . outcomes. 
Thus, sustainable development is. given practical effect by miniInising the 
incidence and likelihood of unsustainable outcomes. It is therefore both 
.. anticipatory (proactive) and adaptive (Bain~s, ~989,. p.20). 
Sustainability is both a private and a public concern - it is often the cumulative . 
. impacts of many individual actions (or tht?common impacts on many .. 
.individuals) that raise . hazaI:ds t6 a threshold of public 'cohcern. Therefore, 
there is. responsibility for action at both . tne . individual and Government ' 
(collective) level, leading to the notion of 'prin:::r:' ~esponsibility' of individuals . 
, and groups, and 'ultimate responsibility' of Governments (Bradsen, 1988, p.vi}.: 
. Individu~ls and resource communities must be recognised as part of the ecology 
. of resource systems. Their .behaviour, and its resultant impacts, is a key linkage 
.between the state of resource systems and social, financial and political factors. 
. .. 
Applied to agriculture i.e. the concept of. sustainable agriculture - agricultural 
resource conservation as the basis for sustainable agricultural-yields, ~ablefarm 
enterprises, and healthy rural commimities. Several foci fro.:n the application 
, of sustainable agricultu!e of analysis follow from this: ' 
The natural resource systems of primary interest are the land (topography, sOils, 
vegetation/biota complex) arid water systems that provide production opportunities. 
Supporting the contjnuous . adjustment process that is integral to sustai_nability in 
. agriculture directs attention to other related resource!), such as the skills and 
experience of farmers; research, development and exte nsion infrastructure; other 
agriCultural services infrastructure; and social support infrastructure. 
The agricultural policy and . institutional environment, including the., public ~nd 
, private institutions, are, important features of the agricultural risk environment. 
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5 ,Operating concepts in sustainable development 
-
Carrying capacity - can be viewed from a "supply" or "demand" perspective; 
'thecapa'city of"resource ,systems for sustained' yields and' sustained waste 
assimilation, or the population loading thatcari be sustained. However, it is not 
a static concept; it must be interpreted in a way that acknowledges the dynamic, 
fluctuating b~haviourof environmental conditions and thus the' associated 
dynamic responses of production systems. Consequently, carrying capacity needs 
toaccomm:odaie the concept ot margins for risk linked ,to systems stability and 
system resilience. (This concept should be cross-referenced to the discu~sionon 
. adaptation arid adjustment presented on page 67 of the conceptual framework 
, for risk management.) 
System stability or adaptive capacity - the ability of the resource system, to 
maintain a relatively constant condition in terms of composition, biomass, and 
productivity, in the face of normal fluctuations and cycles in the surrounding 
"environment" . 
I . . 
'System resilien ee or capacity for adjustinent - the ability of the resource system 
to maintain 'is basic structure and patterns of functioning, in the face of 
significant e:(~rnal disturbance. 
Physical' ;>luClency, 'productivity, and resource enhancement,' linked to' 
competitive advantage~ optimises returns to current users within the overall 
limits on resource use." 
Competitive advantage in the 'context of world 'or national agricultural economy 
is based o~ the endowment of land and climatic resourc~s, 'the manner ill which 
these resource opportunities are used by, farmers, and the way in which the' 
.farming communitY is supported by the agricultural service sector, public and 
private,research activity, ,and the public. policy environment. ' 
. .. .. 
The costs of monitoring and evaluation in order to avoid .imposing risks :on 
other parties is a necessary operating overhead. 
,A policy of sustainable resource development must be outcome-oriented. ' Thus, 
the avoidance of pollution and ,the maintenance of carrying capacity for . land 
, and water systems must, be observable through indicators of the status of the 
. resource systems (e.g . .vegetativ~· cover, soil fertility, nutrient, or sediment 
loadings in water etc.). Only through the me~surement of observable indicators. 
will policy· be judged as effective or otherwise. The. combination' of proactive 
and adaptive policy responses requires a systematic "plan-do-check-~dapt" cycle 
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. . 
that is just as relevant at the individual farm en~erprise level as it is at th~ public 
policy level. 
Several arguments need. to be balanced in. deciding whether proactive or 
reactive policy initiatives are more appropi-iate. These have been discussed by 
Pearce et al. (1989) and are only summarised brIefly here. 
Firstly, the most widespread conception of sustainabledevelopinent will give 
policy priority, atthe very least, to avoiding passing on long-term costs ("bads", 
"harms") to futuregenerations .. Thus, given reasonable knowledge upon which 
to base policy options,a stance of "prudent pessimism" (Costanza, 1989) over 
the likely balance of benefits and costs passed on would support . anticipatory 
policY action. 
If there is a.' perceived risk of irreversible outcomes (e.g .. widespread loss of soil 
cover, or rainfall. or frost constraints renderip~ current patterns of land use non-
viable) .then early intervention through anticipatory' policy should be adopted, 
provided there is reasonable knowledge upon which to build effective I?olicy and . 
· action. 
Another argument concerns· the possible costs of adjustment. . A!lticipatory 
policy is favoured if it is seen to avoid' the possibility of future cost escalations 
associated with deferring policy action until the problem becomes more acute. 
In the case of climate change, costs may escalate if-the urgency of adjustment 
increases . 
•. Uncertainty - whether in primary data that motivates policy initiatives, or· in 
estimating subsequent outcomes of different policy options - i&.a perennial issue 
for policy makers. It permeates all of the other arguments discussed above. 
The bal~mce betweeri proactive and re~ctive policy 'has . much to do with the 
nature of the uncertainties surrounding any policy probl¢m, and climate change 
· is no exception. 
There is a tension betWeen the needs of policy makers and the modus operandi 
· of scientistswhohelp.to inform them. ,However, basic science is by no means 
· the only influence on policy. makers. . There isuildoubtedly an argument that 
delaying policy action could allow time for better information and understanding 
to emerge, provided· resources and effort are directed towards further research 
in the meantime~ ~.' .... 
Finally, in direct oppo~ition ··to longer-term considerations. of sustainable 
development, the positive time prefereIlce of,the present generation of decision. 
makers will argue. in favour of deferring costly policy actions since discounted 
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~cost-benefit assessments will give more weight to adjustment costs (near-term 
" . and better defined) than· to . potential benefits (long-term, less ~ easily 
. quantifiable)~ 
. 6 Summary of the operating objective for sustainable agriculture 
The objective for snstainableagriculiure is the sustainable use of land for the long-
t~rm' ~aintenance of land productivity6. The. pursuit of this objective is subject to 
uncertainty .. (e.g. from climatic, biological, market, finanCial and political Jact~rs). 
Sustainable use must also be made of water in both the maintenance of a secure 
.supply a!llongst competing' users as well as the maintenance of water 'quality 
standards. 
6 As indicated by mea~ures of productivity (e.g. 'output/input ratio; throughput/unit capital; 
'. yield or income/hectare) and indicators of the status of the resource systems. 
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APPENDIX 5 
A conceptual framework for risk management' 
Our purpose in setting olit the following conceptual framework is not to imply that. 
such·ari apparently ~'r.ational" view oi risk and risk management caIibe imposed on 
farming behaviour and decision making. Rather the intention is to setout a 
framework that might assist analysis and' shared understanding of risk and risk' 
management in the agiiculturaL context from .the 'farm epterprise perspective in 
order to help identify analytical issues and information needs that are relev~nt for 
, " 
policy analysis. 
, ~ 
1 Risk, risk assessment and risk management 
, Risk management is tii~ ovenin process of managing and mitigating risks. In its 
, broadest"sense it incorporates risk assessment, decisi~ns under' ,uncertainty, 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation for subsequent decision making~, 
(Note: To avoid, confusion; it should b~ noted that the literatme sometimes 
refers ,to Risk Management and Risk ASsessment as Risk' Analysis). ' Risk 
analysis is an iterative process as indicated below: ' 
RISK ASSESSMENT' I 
.I-
DECISIONS' I' 
.l-
I ' RISK MANAGEMENT I 
.I-
IMPLEMENTATION ' I 
.t. 
I MONrr6~ING/EVALUATION I.' 
Individual elements of risk are identified as part of th~process of risk 
assessment. 
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,', 
,The process, of risk aSsessment itself involves three principal steps' , ~ 
identification,estimation and social evaluation (Gough, 1988). ,Itmay be either 
strictly a 'quantitative or qualitative process, or it may contain eleIi1ent~ of both. 
IdentifyingrisksdepenQs upon the perceptions of the decision maker; 
,Estimating the :probabilities and magnitudes, of all the possible outcomes or 
, 'risks' depend~ upon access to appropriate information; , 
Social evaluation'aims at selecting a response str.ategy frdm,a range of options 
. according to a set of predetermined criteria th~twill depend largely upon the 
level and type of, decision-making process being undertaken. The range of 
feasible options and thus the evaluation will be constrained by the social/political 
, context of the individual decision maker. ' 
Analytical risk assessment methods inchide risk comparisons, cost-:-dfectiveness 
, of risk reduction, cost-risk..;beneIit balancing and meta-systems (combinations) , 
(Rowe·, 1980)., These same approaches are taken towards the determination .df· 
"acceptablerisk'~'., Specific techniques include event~tree.;and faul~-treeanalysis, 
generally used in the assessment of technical or engineering risk, and the 
calculation ,:1f, dose-response curves for the 'assessment' of heaith risks, with 
,sensitivity analyses used as a,means of addressing uncertainty. In the context of 
agricultuit:: facing both risk and uncertainty froni Climatic change, examples 
',co1,lldbe the use of action-resp0I?-se relationships ii1micro~cliinate modificatioIi-
(e.g. irrigation schemes, shelter-belts) and sensitivity analyses for addressing 
uncertainty in moisture-deficit, impacts. 
The decision-making model linking risk management and sustainable 
development pOlicy 
, , ' 
, ,Decision making' can be described as de'composing and structuring the problem, 
assessingtne'iincertainties.and values of the possible outcomes, and determining the 
preferredstrategjes (Hertz' and ~omas, 1983). The decision-making process may 
be formulated' in ,six ,s~eps, 'as follows:' , 
1.' identify; theproble~, 
2. , set boundaries (objectives and constraints), ' 
3. analyse options, 
4. select p~eferred option, 
S. implement the deCision, and' 
6. monitor and evalmite. 
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These six stepS are not.uniq~e in the sense that there·is very likely to be interaction 
between some of them during the decision-making process, for example there may 
be back-and~forth 100pingbe1:\Veen Step (2) setting the boundaries, and Step (3) 
analysing the options that are feasible within a given set of perGeived constraints. 
This model 'of decision making has a clear ~malogy with the conceptualisations' of, 
sustainable development policy and risk management already presented. The cycle 
of analysis, decision, implementation and monitoring is a' common feature. 
3. Concepts in: risk and riskmaI!agement 
, Risk can be described' in many different ways according to the context qf-t~e 
discussion. However , in its most general terms, fisk can be' described as Iiaving 
three basic elements: 
- a choice of action, 
- a magnitude ·of10ss (or gain), and 
- a chance of loss (or ~ain). 
, . 
, The very existence of risk implies a choice and hence a deciSion, whether that 
decision be to adopt the 'do, nothing' option or to change a present approach. 
Hazards are activities or situations that pose potential threats. Risk factors are . 
actions or factors that cause a risk. 
The common example used is that of smoking, where smoking is the risk factor, 
the disease lung cancer is the hazard and the risk is that of developing lung 
cancer. In thecohtextof this project, climatic variability is a risk factor, some 
extreme event, such ~s a cyc1OJ:}e or drought is a hazard, and irreversible . land 
degradation the risk. 
Sometimes risks,are c~tegorised as "systematic" and "unsystenlatic". These are 
precise concepts when used at the farm enterprise level. Here we generalise 
and categorise unsystematic risk as risk ·that "is diversifiable" i.e. there, are 
feasible responses at the individual ' enterprise level, within a given set of 
constraints. Systematic risk is risk from which there is little or no effective, 
protection at the individual enterprise . level e.g. a stock ~arket crash. An 
example of unsystematic risk would b~ commodity price variability. Giv~n these . 
definitions, it would seem thatthe gradual change component of dim ate change 
c~nstitutes an unsystematic risk, whereas the extreme event component may be 
more characteristic of sy~tematic risk, under certain constr~iIits. The concepts 
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of systematic and unsystematic risk are used in debates over appropriate sharin~ 
of the burden of risk between public and private parties. 
The conventional view· of farm-level risk :concentrates on two major types of 
risk, usually described in . aggregate .as business risk and financial risk 
(Johnson, 1990) .. 
, . 
Business risk refers to variability in factors that affe«t the overall performance 
of the farm operation but over which the farmer has Ifttle control. I~cluded in 
this category of risk factors are .physical.and environmental elementssucl~ as 
weather, weeds and pests, fire, and commodity market factors such as prices for 
. farm inputs and produce .. Thus, business risk is sometimes differentiated into 
productiQn risk where risk factors influence agricultural yields and price 
( market) risk where risk factors affect. prices for agricultural commodities and 
services. OveraII, business risks have a direct bearing on net cash flows to the 
farm enterprise. 
Financial risk refers to factors that affect returns to the ovvners of equity. 
Included in this category of risk factors are the level of debt carried, . the 
inherent variability of interest rates in debt-servicing contracts, and indeed .the 
variability of net cash flows resulting from busine.ss risk factors. Newman and 
Tracy (1990) therefore separate overall financial risk into debt-servicing risk and 
default risk. . 
From a narrow cash-flow perspective,' business risk reflects· the variability of cash 
flows without consideration of debt, whereas financial risk reflects the added . 
variability caused by debt. 
.. We believe that· the. conventional taxonomy. oJ agricultural risk can usefully be 
expanded to identifymore. exp!kitly other iniportant aspects of risk, as indicated 
below. This belief seems to be shared by pthers(e.g.Martin and Lee, 1990): 
- in addition to the variability component of many hazards, there is also the 
notionaf unsustainable tren·d that can lead to· a threshold of vUlnerability 
(e.g; increasi.ng soil .aci?ification or ·soil· salinity, falling gross margins and 
farming terms of trade etc.), 
- ecological ()r environmental,risk in recognition· of the standing that is 
appropriate· to the natural resource base that underpins land use; in 
. recogriition of the land base, as an integral form of capital in.the farm to be 
protected and sU!itained just like any other element 0:[ capital (capital stock . 
. . . 
. and farm equipment, farmers financial equity), 
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- political. (institutional) ,risk involving changes in public policy, changes in. 
public concerns and attitudes that can have an impact on business and 
.. " ' 
financial risk; exposure· or . perceived risk thr,ough added uncertainty, 
- tecbnol~gical risk including risks associated with using a particular technology 
where technological development 'may render past i~vestment obsolete 
prematurely and anticipated technical fixes do not eventuate, 
... ".' 
differentiation between those factors over which farmers have very little or no 
conirol whatsoever (e.g; Climatic variability, distribution of weed' and pest 
·susceptibilities etc.) • and those where preventative actions are, possible 
, . (e.g. level of weed and pest infestation, etc.), and 
- sOcial risk which is associated with institutional ,risk involves changes in 
community infrastructures that may change the character of farming 
enterprises. 
Thus, a more comprehensive listing of risk: types With examples would include 
the following: 
Business risk price and norl11al market variation (also including 
. animal disease) 
Financial risk aris'ing from debt 
Environmental risk .,. climatic' 
Social risk possible loss cit' facilities 
, Technological risk failure of pest control 
Political risk ' change in policy on farm support 
... Such a compartmentalising of risk types' is aimed at trflclng the i~pact of each ' 
source of risk on farm operations. However, the reality, boih in terms of' 
individual, perceptions and actions, is seldom amen~ble to such discrete , 
.treatment. Different types of risk are sometimes directly related (technological, 
risk may affect business and financial risk) and indirectly related through the 
. , 
management responses (see com~ents belbwonrisk bal&ncing). 
,People's perceptions of risk often differ quite markedly from an expert's 
predictions of risk. Perceived risk is defined as "that seen intuitively by 
individuals". Perceived risk estimates are obtained by measuring an indiyidual's 
risk preferences which are then aggregated to give' an estimate' of a societal· 
. measure of perceived risk. 
The risk environm~nt for any decision maker is made up of all the SOl;lrces of 
, risk that are perceived at any point in time. 
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_, IiIdividuals, communities or enterprises may be exposed to particular risks under 
, . particular. circumstances: This risk exposure' may be for a limited time o~ 
· associate'd with a particular' environment. , The degree of exposure will affect 
people's perceptions and their ability to accept or tolerate Tis~. A risk 
threshold is a level of risk beyond which an activity or degree of exposure is 
considered'to be, unsafe. Risk thresholds are therefore related. to (though not. 
the same as) acceptable risk. They are commonly used for calculating 'safe" 
levels for drugs or exposu're to chemicals. . Some agricultural examples . could be 
a threshold of bare ground (environmental risk), a threshold of cOnImodity 
prices (business risk), or a threshold in interest rates or debt/equity ratio 
(financial risk). Martin and Lee (1990, p20) use the concept of risk constraint 
· 'to denote when th~ degree, of exposure reaches a threshold of tolerance; 
Old .risk and new risk-farmers have traditionally faced financial rIsk .and 
'1 '. _ 
· business risk and dealt with hazards associated with pests, weeds and climatic 
variability. They are now facing a serit1s of Q.ew risks that is characteiisedby 
uncertainty· and increased variability. Lack of experience means that tbey 
.perceive risks but do not know how to act upon them{because of uncertainty 
associated, with both outcomes of actions and probabilities of -occurrence). 
· Climate' change poses ,hazards from a number of different sources., ' 
There is no such t.hing as an acceptable 01: safe risk in absolute terms. However, 
individuals and society may accept or tolerate certain .risks under specific 
circumstances. Safety is a relative, rather than' an absolute term. Risks, are 
often compared in order to establish a level of safety or acceptable risk., 
4 Uncertainty 
Most risk situations involve a considerable amount of uncertaintY. This may 
manifest itself in three ways. There may be uncertainty as ,to the number and scope 
-of the likely possible outcomes, uncertainty with respect to the. probabilities 
-.associated with the outcomes and uncertainty in the way in which. the particular 
problem has been . described. This latter UIicertainty is the most difficult to 
. recognise and its' st;udy belongs to the arena of policy analysis. ,A general objective 
of risk. management is tOJeduce uncertainty by means of increased information. 
Where. this is' no longer pos,sible,uncertaintyis dealt with by means of sensitivity . 
. analysis and the setting of upper and lower bounds. . . 
. Variability refers to deviations from a mean or trend. It is' :not the same as 
uncertainty although there may be elements of uncertainty associated with the 
variability. 
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Uncertainty is implicit in risk associated with cli~aticvariability and climate change. 
Information is the crucial factor in making' decisions. underuncettainty:. Therefore, 
. research,.educationand communication are essential elements in any conceptual· 
framework for policy development. 
5 Responses to risk 
. . . 
Farmt?rs have other· management objectives besides risk reduction speCifically. 
As NeWmanet al. (1990, p;51) have observed,· in the context of the farm 
enterprise, ownershIp,· control, family' and lifestyle considerations are also·· 
. important to risk perception and response; it is not driven purely by notions of 
.. economic utility. This may be interpretedjt:t several ways however: 
- that the ·other objectives are best served by effective riskmanag~ment, e.g. 
other family considerations are more,likely to be fulfilled if risk exposure is 
maintained Within acceptable limits, and 
. - that the o~her objectives act as constraints on options that an individual· 
numer is prepared to consider e.g; the preference. for autonomy restrains 
many farmers from considering the introduction Of others' equity to the farm '. 
to reduce debt/equity risks. 
. 
Sources of risk are various. They· are rarely considered in isolation and ar~·· 
usualiy seen as part of the overall· risk environment· contributing. to some· 
percept jon .of total risk. In the context of this work, the primary sources being 
considered are climatiC variability and cliInate change . 
.. Individual response to .. risk is influenced by 'many factors, similar to those used· 
by individl!als to estimate risk (see. Section ,4.3, in Gough, 1990). The. three· 
factors'with the greatestinfluence appear to be:the,'dread'nature of the hazard, 
peopl§!'s understanding of thepoteritial harm and the magnitude of hazard. 
Where. uncertainty is involved, the amount of control that the individual feels 
. he· or she has. is also important. . 
People respond to the risks that they perceive, although'the .relationship 
between the risks may not be. direct. It is therefore important that politicians 
. and other public decision makers understand· the process by which people 
develop their perceptions of risk and the factors· that are likely to have greatest 
. influence in any particular situation.~erceivedrisk forms the basis of accepted 
risk levels'and hence may beused to consjder further the process of acceptable 
or tolerable risk This is also ~m argument for developing "grounded theory" 
(Sandra Martin, Department of Farm Management, Lincoln University,· pers. 
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comm.) Le .. an understanding that meshes empirical sodal observation with . 
. ..
explanation . 
. Aconvention~l view qelineates _ three types of response strategy (from an 
analytical perspective ) .: p'roduc~ion I:esponse, marketing re,sponse, fi~ancial 
response ~(Martin and Lee, 1990~p:21). It, may be instructive to include an 
additional category :- that of resource conservation response,which would' be . 
. ' consistent with the expanded taxonomy of risk, suggested earlier~ and also' 
. consistent with the status accorded. to the natural resource base within the 
Iiotionof ~;ustainable development presented in this· work. 
There' appears. little' evide~ce to 'suggest any automatic linkage' between 
particular sources ofiisk,and particular risk management resp~mses~ Rather, 
responses depend more on the opportunities and' constraints that already exist 
, within the total risk :environme'nt. The decision' ' maker may explore optioI1s 
where there is scope for choice, be it a production, marketing, financing or 
resource conservation response. ' 
Associated. with the notion that there is no axiomaticlink between source of risk . 
'. and type of r~sponseis the concept of risk balancing. An emerging hypothesis 
goes somet~ing like this: 
- individuals resp~nd to perceived'changes,irttotal risk, 
- if total risk exposure decreases (belo~ the individual's threshold of 'acceptable 
risk), that indjvidual feels comfortable in taking on greater dsk in some other 
aspect' of managing the farrn enterprise,' and 
- if total risk exposure increases (beyond the individual's threshold of acceptable . 
, risk),thenthatindividual willrespon,d by trying to reduce dskinsome way - . 
the particular risk~reducing strategy depending ~n the room' for 'manoeuvring 
in relation to production,rnarketing,·· fim~fl(~ing or resource ,conservation 
responses; 
, Thus, "individuals balance risk behaviour about some datum point of total 
acceptable risk. However, this datum_point' - total a'cceptable risk ,- is ,not" , 
,considered constant, but perhaps changes . according to the stage in the farmer's, 
"life cycle". ' 
This concepto! risk :balancing is in fact a very pragmatic fOfm of incremental .' 
. risk assessment. 
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SUGcessfulrisk-reducing,~trategies aim at maintaining the decision maker's 
" 'capacity to respond in the future, keeping options open, maintaining buffers 
against indeterminacy and, uncertainty in future events. 
Through an examination of the rislcsposed by climatic variability (and changing 
patterns of climatic variability), Warrick et al. (1986}have adapted a schema 
from FukuI (1979) that expresseS the extent of response required in tenn.s of 
. . . . . . 
adaptation and adjustment.' . 
, In this,Ilomencl~ture,adaptation refe'rs to the mix of cultural, technological, or 
behavioural measures that farmers have learned to adopt (perhaps over several' 
generations in any district) in order to accommodate expected variations in the 
weather from ,. year to yea~. Individual farmers' will use iheirown "rules of ' 
thumb" to make management decisions depending on the circumstances in~n.y , 
particular year or at any particular ~tage of the annual cycle. Within this band 
of climatic variatIon, farm practice, is more or less well-adapted, and climate is 
perceived as a resouJce. This response tan be considered to be the ~'fine 
tuning" of existing land uses and management practices.' ' 
Where climatic events exceed whatqis expected and exceed the, adaptive capacity 
of the· farming' system i.e.' management changes are illsufficient to' avoid 
sigriificant disruption or loss, the response required is termed ,::tn adjustment. 
Farmers have to look to speCific risk-reducing strategies (e.g. higher levels of 
supplementary feed, flood, protection works,' drought~tolerant pashire species, 
protection forestry,' property aggregation or increasing· property size, etc.). 
Within this band' of climatic variation, there is always some degree of added 
cost, disruption OJ loss, a~d climate takes on the features of a hazatd. 
Outside the probability bands associated with adaptation and adjustment come' 
'the very rare" very extreme events, sufficiently, severe to cause massive' 
disruption ,to farming systems and;, therefore-' if their frequency were: to increase 
- sufficient,ly severe to throw-into quest jon the sustairiability of certain types of 
commercial, producti()n-oriented land use. In ,this context,' we need to 
remember the topographical ~onstraints that limit opportunities for alternatives 
to pastoral farming over .much of New ,Zealand. 
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APPENDIX 6 
A conceptual framework for understanding climate and climate change ' 
, , . 
, . 
1 Nested concepts iIi climate ' 
,.;:, ,', Clim~te as typical' atmospheiic environm~nt with associated resource values 
.&uch asaimua1.patterns ·of tempe:rature, sunshine, tainfall, humidity, windiness, 
,etc. to which communities have become adapted, reinforcing individual lifestyles 
and ,collective patterns of d~velopment. It 'is, the expectation"of weather· that, 
. , to the agriculturalist, is "climate". (Hare, 1985). ~h?r1Ae:rm fluctuating weather 
, patterns fit within such typical environmental conditions. 
. .' . " . 
Climate variability' recognises as normal the likely occurrence of medium-term 
, fluctuations, in . climatic variables' that "ate significant perturbations from the 
, expected conditions" as manifest in droughts, .floods, cyclones, dry years, etc. 
Climate change 'encompasses changes to both climate and climati~ variability 
. and may result either from natural phenomena (e.g. sunspot cycles) or human 
causes (e.g.' greenhouse gas emissi<;ms). , ' 
.. : .Micro-climateas localised specification of climate witliinparticular catchments 
or farm boundaries determined by a cm:;nbination ofihe weather delivered to 
the location" its topography, aspect anctground cover etc. This isto~o:me ertent. 
anienabl~ to manipulation ,to enhance resource aspects and reduce risk aspects 
of climate (through such options as shelter belts, irrigation, cultivar selection, 
'etc.)~ The symbiosis between land use and clim~te 'is more di~tinct at this scale. 
-, 
2 Perception~ 0' climate 
... ' The f~ct that climate is comprised of expected values of ,various climatic 
dements (e.g. rainfall, temperature,'length of frost-free season, etc;) with s~me ' 
v~l.riation around these mean values for each "locaiity has given rise to the notion , 
, of climate as both "resource" and "hazard"(Bach, 1981). Theinterdepe'ndency 
.between Climate and land use is also captured by the dual notions of climate as 
"setting" (the. background for agriculture ) and clhnatea~ "determinant" '(of 
agricultural patterns and :practice~)(Riebsame~ 1985). 
H~w farmers themselves actually perceive ~limate (whether it is changing or 
not) should not be oyerlooked. Some observers comment that the two elements 
of climate ~ typicar conditions and "ariability - make for apparent confusion and 
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, difficulty in farm enterprise decision making.' Uncertainty associated with, 
normal short-term,climatjc variability is the sourceof~anagement problems in 
a day-to~day and week .. by-week time ' frame. However, it 1s climatic variability 
that faqners are conscious of mOst of the time. Judgements of typical climate 
expectations tend to' be uppermost in longer term farm development and 
investment' decisions. 
3 The nature of climate change and climatic variability 
Climate change is manifest in:, ' 
- gradual, long~term, cumulative shiftsiIJ. typical climatic values of teinpeniture, 
rainfall, wind direction etc., and 
. -. challges ,in the . patterns of climatic variability; su~has changes in the 
frequency, intensity, and duration of droughts, floods, frosts and cyclones etc . 
. These two components or' ~limate change are someti~es referred to~in terms 
, of shifts in central tendenCies and patterns of extreme events.' 
. .: . - . 
It is likely that changes in the pattern of extreme events will be manifest befo~e 
any shift)n central tendency can be identified with reasonable certainty. 
The geneT'allinkages and mechanisms between cause and effect are now better 
,understood but the degree of certainty usu~l1y required for political decision 
making or political consensus still poses probiems for policy making. 
_ Climate change is essentially a global phenomenon. The impli.cations of this for 
policy are that we' cannot' rely on individual responses, 'not are the' policy 
problems amenable to market solutions. Limitation policies are feasible' only 
when n'egotiated internationally, although adaptation policies can be adopted 
unilaterally. . 
Cl:inlate chang~ involves, very long lag times betwe:en causal actions and ultimate 
symptoms of change, giving rise to the tendency to di~count heavily such future 
ev~hts and therefore to dismiss policy responses as irrelevant. 
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· Climate change· is not uniform across d~fferentparts of the world. . It will 
therefore cause changes iIJ. cOmparative advantage between agricultural· 
producers, with the likelihood of "winners" and "losers" amongst nations. This·· 
lack of uniformity will also be manifest at the regional level within individual 
countries. As a result, while it may lead to increased agricultural risk in some . 
areas, it may also. create new opportunities for productive land use in various 
regions of the country. 
Climatic variability is' a major source of uncertainty for managing the state of 
the farm and the yields from· productive enterprises (see listings under Section 
6). Similarly, it is a major source of uncertainty for assessing th~ performance 
and'ptospectsof agricultural communities, the agricultural sector as a whole, 
and ~he contribution of ~gricllfture to overall econoinic perfonnance(see listmgs 
'as above). 
Superimposing climate· ch~mg~ on top of normal Climatic variabilitY raises . the 
probability that such uncertainties will become even greater than in'the past 
With the associated probability that risk exposure for primary production will . 
increase, whether, investI!1ent is private or public.. The global' variatjon in 
'climate change introduces a major element for strategic.· investigation 
(information is needed here- who is 'responsible?) 
Climate ,change,. including extreme climaticvariability~ can have an impact on 
the agricultural risk environment in several ways (cross reference, should be 
made to the conceptua] framework on Risk Management; most notably Section. ' 
.3): . 
In the conventional view, climatic variability is considered an integral element of·· 
,overall business risk, (by definition). .. ' 
Climate change has an impactti!>on financial. risk both directly and because business 
risk feeds ~hroug~ into financial risk, for example: 
1. 'extreme events can destroy physical structures· and production systems that are 
critical to debt':servicing capability (ie. have an impact on both equity and,debt-
servicing)~ , ,. 
2. clima~ic pressures '011 farming costs (e~g.incieased fertiliser costs" or weed and' ' 
pest control costs etc.) can increase financial risks through reduced net income 
leveIs, and 
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. . . 
3. in the extreme'cases of (2), such climate~induted pressures can lead to situations· 
where continued production draws down on the natural capital of the land 
(e.g. reserves of .vegetat.i~n and soil iIU!rients) 'that put. the land at greater 
. ecological· risk. . . 
Climate 'change is likely to ex~cerbate 'soil' coriservation' risks directly by i~troduciIig 
greater uncertainty (changes in frequency,jntensity, and duration of extreme events) 
with the consequent need for increased puffering. . 
. .'
. It is diffiCult to identify the positive effects of climate change for soil conserv~ti6n~ 
Climatic var-iability is the main source· of risk in soil conservation practice; Long~ 
term climate chang.e may well create n~w oppqrtunities in land use in some regions; 
However, it is unlikely to'-eliminate variability and risk in soilconserVation.Uniess 
fiore intensive. lan'd use can be shown to be less at risk from sbil degradation as a .' 
result6f climate change, or unless more favourable climatiC conditions give bigger 
. margins. of protectioJ1 for soil against climatic variability,' it is· difficult to envisage 
positive effects. . ' ,..' 
If present hypotheses· onhuI1l~m-induced . climate change. are borne out, it 
appea~s,likely that nites of.c1imate change will accelerate in the future, 'with '. 
consequences for the. level of impacts on human ecology and consequential 
acc.eleration of any adjustment required (what issues for public policy and 
information needs?); 
. . 
. Scientific understanding of glob~l.climaie changewas:originallybased largely on 
theoretical model1~ng work but is now b~ing improved with systematiC climate 
analyses at the regional level (regional in terms of sub-global regions)~ 
.:,' . 
There is variability in climate change for different regioris within New Zealand 
(need for region-specifiC responses). 
'. Human-induced climate' change may be unprecedented in scale and rate of 
change, Wit~.corresponding level of impaCts. on human ecology .. 
·4' A framework for analysirigimpacts 
...' A two-way relationship exists between climate and agriculture: {i) climatic 
variability and Climate change alter the basic conditions for agricultural activity, 
. (ii) agricultural activity,can generate sigriifiCant' quantities of greenhouse gases 
that give rise to climate change. Ne,w Zealand's agricultural policy responses to 
global,greenhouse gas emissioricontrols have.been analysed previously (Baines, 
1990). 
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· There are two different but com:pleme~tary perceptions of climatic jmpacts that 
correspond to' the two basic components of climate change ~ slow changes in 
central tendencies and· a . shift in risk due to changes in the frequency of 
.. unusually disruptive (or benefi~ial) 'climatic event,s (Warrick et al., J98tt). 
In focusing on slow changes in the expected valu~s of climatic parameters, 
significant change occurs only over long periods of time (> 50-75years) and therefore 
iIIlpacts. are considered to· be correspondingly· gradual, with plenty of time for . 
adjustment by agriculturalists and little need· for public intervention. . Th~re is no. 
presumption that a public policy response is always going to be necessary under 
such circumstances. Focusing on the shifts in risk posed by changing patterns of 
extreme climatic events has more significance fot public policy (Fukui, 1979);· the 
scale of physical imp'acts isgieater, onset .of each particular event is m.ore' rapid 
. (extremely fast in tJ?e case of cyclones), associated social, financial and ec.onomic 
.. rainifi·cati.ons are generally m'ore disruptive from such events and far more likely t.o 
warrant sOme form of public interVerition (e.g. assistance or facilitation) and issues 
connected, with. sharing the burden of risk are likely t.o be more pronounced. 
. '. " 
· As summarised by Warricket al. (1986); the "slow change" view and the "shift-· 
.in':risk" view of climatic variability/change are complementary, but they lead to . 
some important ~~ntrasts in analysis, most notably in the 'analytical approach, 
the types of research and information needed, and the type of policy· respOnse. 
, . 
Bri~fly, the "slow change" view tends to start from assumptions about a 
particula~ climatic 'change, eXpressed in terms of their central tendencies and 
some arbitrary target date (e;g. changes' brought about by a doubling .of 
a,tmosphericC02 by 2050), and track these through into imp~cts on agriculture 
to see what sort of trends ot adjustments would be likely. Research questions 
· tend to be bounded b.y the target date conditions. Public policy initiatives centre 
on monitoring (andperh~ps modelling) to trac,k changes in climate and related 
·agricultural performance, to provide indicators for targetIng R&D initiatives and 
· changingc""R&D priqr~ties over time, and to set priorities fortechnol.ogy 
transf~i-!publlc. extension programmes that support the private sector 
adjustments. 
In contrast; the "shift-in';tisk" view starts from the identification of factors and 
.. processes that are critical to the sustainability of agriculture in any particular 
region and the investigation of how ciimatic'variability/change might affectthese~ 
Thus, research. and· policy· ·development become. issue-driven reflecting the 
particular vulnerabilities in the agricul~ural sy~teIi1 evident at the time .. Re~earch ' 
qliestionsare aimed at dealing with· uncertainty and interannualvaiiability in 
climate, and. the. associated public policy response focuses on the· principles of 
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adverse events,"policy - distribution of , risk; risk 'mam~gement, ,and impact 
asses,sment processes. 
, , 
,_ " Clim'~te is only one aspect of the agricultural environment.' Climatic hazards 
. ' , ,,' , 
need to be viewed in the context of the overall ~isk environment facing farmers 
'and the agric).1lture 'sector, (cross reference Section 3 in the conc,eptual ' 
framework on RiskManagement). 
It maybe 'useful to consider a hierar~hy of impacts that ,can occur in response, 
to a change ,in climate or-a,particular climatic event: 
~ biophysical inte~actibns' between climate and land, vegetation, and. anima] 
components, . 
- • impacts on biomass yields, 
,- impacts ori,the farm-level enterprise', and' 
- social and economic impacts at the regional and, national level. 
. ' .. 
,This approach, is similar to that presented in the diagram of "hypothetical pathways 
of drought impgcts on society" from Warrick and Bowde:p. (1981) . 
•• 1 • ". ." 
, The threats to and opportunities for land and water Teso~rces may come from' 
, direct climatic impacts or the impacts that result frC?Ill m~nagement Tesponses 
'to these. 
s Critical element~ of climate change for agriculture ' 
For agriculture, conventional analysis appears to focusattenti6n on' the primary 
, , , I ' , 
sources of impactresultiilg from' chang~s in temperature 'and water regimes.,' 
Inter~ani1Ual varIability ,of rainfall. and temperature, length of growing season, 
seasonal patterns of niinfall, and' the pattern of extreme w~ather events are 
importafit elements. In the case of humgn~i~ducedclimate change, CO2 
, enhancement and changes in UV radiation levels ~re also' important factors i~ 
crop . productivity. 
_ ' It may be useful to conduct analyses of weather systein changes as an approach 
to capturing the ,complexity and different combinations of change that provide 
relevant information for assessment. Broad..,scale scenarios' needgr~ater 
specification 'in order'to be useful. 'Cherry (pers. coIllm., 199i) has proposed a 
set of nested analyses of weather system changes, (e:g. assessment of records at . 
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separate locations within Canterbtiry,contributing to an ~ssessment for the 
Canterburyregion, inturn nested-in an assessment of changes iIj New Zealand's. 
cycio~~c weather'systems) that are ajmed at several objectives:' '. 
- linking individuals' personal experiences of weather systems with information 
: provided by larger.,.scalemoniforiilg and modelling, and thereby creating a 
conceptual modei.ofweather systems that is shared with the ultimate users of 
the information and in which they can havegreaterconfidehce, 
'. - providing. a complementary bottom-up and top-down composite approach to 
climate change scenario development, and . 
· ;., providing a' context fOr locating and interpreting. some of the narrower single-: 
factor scenarios (e.g: global wa~tning scenarios). . 
Such weather systems analyses contain records, of rainfall, temperature, wind 
speed arid direction, cloud cover, frost Incidence arid degree" and dew incidence . 
.They typically combine observer. and instrumental records:" . 
. ...' . - " 
. . .. 
6 Some indicative impaCts of climate ~bange '(i.e. changes in the following) 
<?n land,water, arid biological resources: 
~ moisture deficits, 
- aquifer recharge, . 
· - metabolic activity of soil microbes, 
- nutrient availability, 
. - length of growing'season, . 
- time taken for crops to reach maturity, 
-, plant' yi,elds, . , _ 
· - animal per-head production (stock performance), 
- jnter-a~nual variability of yield, 
-. ill-adapted· cultivars and breeds, 
- vulnerability to infestation. by weeds and outbreaks of animalpesfs and 
diseases, 
. . 
- vulrierability to establishinent of exotic pests, 
~ distribution of agricultural pests within New Zealand,and 
- . the effectiveness. of biological pest' control. • 
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-
On farm enterprises: . 
- planting an~ harvesting dates:, 
~: cultivar selection, 
- breed selection, 
- cultivation practices, 
. '-stocking rates and stock management, 
':'plantandanimalyields, 
- yield' trerids, 
- production cost~ ~ e.g. irrigation, supplementary feed, weed and pest control, 
fertiliser requirements, 
.": farm income and profitability, 
- variability of farm income,. 
-farm size needed for sustained profitability, and ' 
- viable land· use. 
On regioflCil and national economies:' . 
- 't~giomil agricultural production costs ,. comp~titive advantage, . 
- regional farm income, 
- regIonal· demand for agrIcultural -services, 
- . regional agricultural employment, 
, . . 
:. regional food production" 
~- ·global patterns: of agricultural production, 
-global demand for ·agricultural commoditie~, 
, - national export income; balance of payments, 
. - competitiori, for water .. use between agricultural, industrial, municipal· and 
recreational interests,. .. " ' . 
competitive. advantage in international agricultural· trade, . 
- degree of self-sufficiency (national security) in agricultunil productiOll, and 
- agricultural protectionism: 
7 Responses to climatic hazards 
Responses at several levels: 
-at the.farm enterprise level, , 
, . 
- at the' group,·, catchment or agricultural sector-level, and , .. 
~ at the·riational/internationapeVel. 
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We make no presumptions about priority or sequence in resp(~nses at the different 
levels. We merely observe that, u!lder certain circumstances, responses will occur 
at any of these 'levels. Private sector initiatives are not necessarily dependent on 
, public sector initiatives (or vice versa). However, respotiseat ~ifferent levels invites 
atte:ption t6 different processes of change ~ individual risk management, innovation, 
community action, pubiic policy and poll tical lobbying at national and international 
level. 
General types of re,sponse: 
Limitation and adaptation responses. ' Limitation responses, seek: to avoid 
further climate change whereas adaptation responses are aimed at adjusting to ' 
changing climatic conditions: 
P~re, limitation responses are only possible' at a coordinated na~ional and 
international level, ,since. they n~quire the reduction.or avoidance of current 
activities that are believed to bring about climate change., They are unlikely 
because of: 
- the degre~ of uncertainty about actual trends in ,climate 'change, 
- the reluctance of potential '''winners'' to enter into any suchgeo-political 
bargaining, and. 
, ' 
- the fact that trerids in other sectors of the New Zealand economy (e~g. energy 
and . transport) are presently perceived as being much more substantial 
contributors'to greenhQuse gas emissions than the agricultural sector. 
" 
In a sense, pure limitation responses will be impossible because of the lag 
between cause and effect in the processes of climate change - no-one can expect 
to stop the process of climate change in its tracks. 
For this same reason, some form: of adaptation response maybecome necessary 
because of' the changes in climate that are' already in progress. .Furthermore, 
, , 
adaptive responses to climate change can be viewed in precisely the same 
manner as adaptive responses to climatic variability (I.e. the specific questions 
of whether, or not,to what extent; and at what rate, the climate is actually 
"changIng" do not 'require prior specification). . 
In the, political context, somea!llalgam of the two types of response would 
appear to be pragmatic, influenct?d' both by a desire to hedge against 
uncertaintiesandJo ,accommodate the interests of potential "losers" (either in . 
New- Zealand or globally). 
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Constraints on response: 
Whether individuals, Sector groups, or" central governments adopt an 
. anticipatory or reactiv~ stance to the need for' adjustment Will depend on the 
. state 9f current knowledge about climatic trends, the attitude to risk; an~ the . 
, current perception of total risk' exposure.' -
Warrick et al:' (1986) put forward the view that a focus on. year-to,.year events 
is marY' constructive than focusing on long-term means - "the impacts from the 
occurrence' of particularly unfavourable (or favourable) growing seasons are, in 
effect, the 'principalstimuli to which agriculturaJists can, and do, react (as in 
changing crop type or variety, migrating' elsewhere 'or adopting different 
technologies or cultivation techniques)". The cues for appropriate agricultural 
change are to be found in the extreme events that agriculturalists already 
, experience (Warrick etal., 1986).. As Cherry describes it, "the signatlJre of' 
climate change is in the record". 
The capacity to respond to changing. climatic circumstances,' wh~ther' 
advantageous or otherwise, and the rate of response will be constrained by the 
extent to' which other factors· limit the adjustment process (e.g. land resource 
capability on' marginal lands, debt/equity ratios and financial risk, incOJne 
constraints arid needs' for investment· capital, knowledge and skills for 
diversification, etc;) (Cross reference to Sectio:r:t5 of the conceptual framework 
for Risk Management. ) 
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